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In this thesis we investigate wall-crossing phenomena in the stability manifold
of an irreducible principally polarized abelian surface for objects with the same
invariants as (twists of) ideal sheaves of points. In particular, we construct a
sequence of fine moduli spaces which are related by Mukai flops and observe
that the stability of these objects is completely determined by the configuration
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Often in algebraic geometry, we would like to understand a particular class of
sheaves on a smooth projective variety. Naturally, we can ask if there is a moduli
space for our chosen class of sheaves? That is, a space where each closed point
corresponds to an isomorphism class of sheaves. It turns out that the moduli
space of all coherent sheaves is ‘too big’. However, if we define a notion of
stability, then the class of stable sheaves (with some fixed numerical invariants)
is much more manageable. In particular, they form a bounded family in the
sense that there is some scheme of finite-type parametrizing them. These are the
moduli spaces we want to study. Remarkably, stable sheaves can be seen as the
building blocks for all coherent sheaves via the Harder-Narasimhan and Jordan-
Hölder filtrations. More precisely, any coherent sheaf has a unique filtration of
semistables and each of these has a filtration of stables whose factors are unique up
to permutation. In order to motivate this subject, we provide three good reasons
for studying moduli spaces of sheaves. First of all, they provide a natural path to
higher dimensional algebraic varieties. In particular, moduli spaces of sheaves on
a variety have an incredibly rich and interesting geometry; they are interesting
in their own right. Secondly, and rather curiously, understanding moduli spaces
often leads to a deeper understanding of the underlying variety. For instance,
the moduli space can sometimes provide answers to questions regarding Chow
groups, linear systems and intersection numbers. Finally, from an applied point
of view, certain moduli spaces have been interpreted as solution spaces to certain
differential equations coming from Physics; for example, the Yang-Mills equation




1960’s: The first notion of stability was introduced by Mumford in [Mum62]. He
defined a vector bundle E on a smooth curve C to be slope semistable if for all
proper subbundles 0 6= K ( E the degree-rank ratio of K is less than or equal
to the degree-rank ratio of E. After developing geometric invariant theory (see
[MFK94]), Mumford was able to prove that for any pair of integers (r, d) with
r > 0, the class of semistable bundles of rank r and degree d on a smooth curve
C has a coarse moduli space MC(r, d). In particular, he constructed MC(r, d)
as a projective scheme.
1970’s: In trying to generalise Mumford’s construction to smooth projective sur-
faces, Gieseker [Gie77], Maruyama [Mar78] and Takemoto [Tak72] found that two
extra ingredients were required:
1. In order to get a compact moduli space, one has to consider torsion-free
sheaves which are not locally-free; on a curve, these notions coincide.
2. To define stability of sheaves on a higher dimensional variety X, one must
first choose a polarization of X, i.e. a numerical equivalence class of ample
line bundles or more simply a specific embedding into projective space.
Their definition of stability was based on the Euler characteristic of torsion-free
sheaves and the natural lexicographical ordering of the corresponding degree two
polynomials.
1980’s: Work on moduli spaces of sheaves on surfaces was significantly stimu-
lated by Donaldson’s profound work on four-manifolds. In particular, Donaldson
proved that a vector bundle on a complex algebraic surface is slope stable, with
respect to the projective embedding, if and only if the corresponding bundle on
the underlying four-manifold admits an irreducible Hermitian-Einstein connec-
tion; see [Don85]. This result provided an important bridge between algebraic
geometry and gauge theory.
1990’s: Using the observations of Gieseker, Maruyama and Takemoto mentioned
above, it was Simpson who first succeeded in providing a generalised definition
of stability in [Sim94]. He defined a pure sheaf E on a polarized variety X to
be semistable if for all proper subsheaves 0 6= K ( E the Hilbert polynomial
of K is less than or equal to the Hilbert polynomial of E. The polarization of
X is encoded into the Hilbert polynomial and so different ample line bundles
will give rise to different notions of stability; see [HL10], Section 4.C. Simpson
proved that the class of semistable sheaves with fixed numerical invariants on a
projective variety X (with respect to a given polarization) always has a course
2
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moduli space. In particular, he showed via geometric invariant theory that this
moduli space is a projective scheme.
2000’s: Inspired by Douglas’ ideas about ‘Π-stability for D-branes’ in [Dou01]
and [Dou02], Bridgeland introduced the notion of a stability condition on an
arbitrary triangulated category T in [Bri07]; which is essentially an abstraction
of the usual properties of slope stability for sheaves on complex projective va-
rieties. More precisely, a stability condition σ is a pair (Z,A) where A ⊂ T is
an abelian subcategory (arising as the heart of a bounded t-structure on T ) and
Z : K(A) → C is a group homomorphism which has the Harder-Narasimhan
property. The notion of slope arises naturally as the real-imaginary ratio of the
image of an object E ∈ A under Z. Then an object E ∈ A is defined to be
σ-semistable if it is semistable with respect to Z, i.e. the real-imaginary ratio
satisfies the usual inequality for all proper subobjects K ↪→ E in A. Remark-
ably, the space of all stability conditions Stab(T ) comes equipped with a natural
topology which makes it into a (possibly infinite-dimensional) complex manifold.
Thus we have a geometric invariant naturally associated to a triangulated cate-
gory T and ultimately a way of extracting geometry from homological algebra;
the triangulated category that we are most interested in is the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves on a smooth projective variety X, denoted D(X).
Fourier-Mukai Transforms
A Fourier-Mukai transform Φ : D(X) ∼→ D(Y ) is a certain kind of equivalence be-
tween the derived category of coherent sheaves on two varieties X and Y . Roughly
speaking, applying a Fourier-Mukai transform to an object E ∈ D(X) produces a
‘frequency spectrum of E’ in terms of cohomology sheaves in D(Y ). A simple and
yet somewhat powerful observation is that Fourier-Mukai transforms take moduli
problems on X isomorphically to moduli problems on Y . Often, the transformed
moduli problem is easier to solve and in this way, Fourier-Mukai transforms have
proven themselves to be an invaluable tool when studying moduli spaces. These
equivalences become particularly interesting when X is not isomorphic to Y and
it was Mukai who first constructed such an example in [Muk81]; he showed that
the Poincaré bundle P induces an equivalence between the derived category of an
abelian variety A and the derived category of its dual Â (which in general is not
isomorphic to A). This result added significant substance to the Moscow school
philosophy that the derived category was, on some deeper level, an invariant of
the variety X. Together with Orlov’s result [Orl97] which says that all derived
equivalences between smooth projective varieties are of Fourier-Mukai-type, it
was natural to seek some sort of classification of such transforms:
3
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In [BO01], Bondal and Orlov showed that this classification was rather boring
in the case when X (was smooth and projective and) has ample canonical (or
anti-canonical) bundle. More precisely, they showed that the only Fourier-Mukai
partner of such an X is itself and the group of derived automorphisms is trivial in
the sense that it consists solely of automorphisms coming from the variety, twists
by line bundles and shifts in the derived category. Moreover, they demonstrated
how to reconstruct the variety X from D(X). Thankfully, if we remove the
positivity assumption on the canonical bundle then the theory becomes much
more interesting. A particular instance when these questions are both interesting
and manageable is when X is Calabi-Yau, i.e. the canonical bundle is trivial.
For example, when X is an abelian or K3 surface then Mukai [Muk87b] and
Orlov [Orl97] proved that Y is a Fourier-Mukai partner of X if and only if Y
is a moduli space of stable sheaves on X. Orlov also proved that the derived
automorphism group of an abelian surface sits inside a short exact sequence
0→ Z⊕ (X× X̂)→ Aut(D(X))→ U(X× X̂)→ 1 where U(X× X̂) is the group
of isometric isomorphisms f : X × X̂ ∼→ X × X̂ and Z⊕ (X × X̂) is generated by
shifts, translations and twists by line bundles L ∈ Pic0(X); see [Huy06, Section
9.5]. However, the automorphism group for a K3 surface seems to be much more
subtle. In this direction, there is a conjectural answer in [Bri08] which is phrased
in terms of stability conditions; it is expected to be generated by spherical objects
(see [Huy10]).
The underlying connection between this digression on Fourier-Mukai theory
and stability conditions is homological mirror symmetry. In [Kon94], Kontsevich
proposed a derived equivalence between the category of coherent sheaves on a
variety X and the Fukaya category of its mirror X̌; thus providing a deep con-
nection between the complex geometry of one and the symplectic geometry of the
other. We will refrain from discussing any details of this relationship here but just
mention that stability conditions were designed, in some sense, to model (what
physicists call) ‘super conformal field theories’ with the hope that the Kähler
moduli space associated to this mirror symmetry picture could be realised as
4
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a particular submanifold of the quotient Stab(D(X))/Aut(D(X)); see [Bri09].
From this rather mysterious string-theoretic point of view, stability conditions
on smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-folds are the most interesting but so far, de-
spite many valiant attempts, nobody has managed to construct a single stability
condition in this situation. As for dimension one, i.e. elliptic curves, Bridgeland
[Bri07] and Macri [Mac07] have shown that there is essentially only one stability
condition on D(X), namely the one with the classical choice of stability function
Z = − deg +i · rk and A = Coh(X). Therefore, this thesis will stick to surfaces,
i.e. abelian or K3, where there are plenty of stability conditions.
Preservation of Stability
The main theme of this thesis is preservation of stability. In particular, we scru-
tinize the following folklore result:
“Stability is preserved under Fourier-Mukai transforms.”
Given the many different notions of stability, this statement is quite vague and
many people ([BBHR97], [Mac96], [Yos09]) have studied a similar question
When is the image Φ(E) of a Mumford/Gieseker-stable sheaf E again a
Mumford/Gieseker-stable sheaf?
Under suitable conditions, the philosophy holds true but it is not difficult to
construct counter-examples on an abelian surface:
Theorem 1.0.1. Let (T, L) be a principally polarized abelian surface over C with
` := c1(L) and Pic(T) = Z[`]. IfM(r, `,−r−1) denotes the moduli space of stable
sheaves F on T with ch(F ) = (r, `,−r−1) for r = 0, 1, 2 then a generic element of
M(r, `,−r− 1) is a stable sheaf F with stable transform F̂ := ΦP(F ). Moreover,
the families of extensions of F by F̂ are stable sheaves E ∈M(2r+1, 2`,−(2r+1))
which, under the standard Fourier-Mukai transform, become unstable.
Proof See Corollary 2.6.7, Corollary 2.6.9 and Corollary 2.6.11
Bridgeland’s stability manifold comes with a wall and chamber decomposition
in the sense that the set of σ-stable objects (with some fixed numerical invariants)
is constant in each chamber and an object of D(X) can only become stable or un-
stable by crossing a wall, i.e. a real codimension one submanifold of Stab(D(X)).
Moreover, Stab(D(X)) has a natural action of the the group of autoequivalences
Aut(D(X)). This allows us to recast the philosophy regarding preservation of
5
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stability under Fourier-Mukai transforms in a much more precise way:
E ∈ D(X) is σ-stable⇔
{
Φ(E) ∈ D(X) is Φ(σ)-stable
for some Φ ∈ Aut(D(X)).
}






Are σ and Φ(σ)
in the same chamber?
}
To sum up, preservation of stability is a tautologous statement when viewed
through the somewhat powerful lens of stability conditions and the examples
constructed above must come about because some wall in Stab(D(T)) has been
crossed. A natural question to ask then is
Can we realise these examples as explicit wall-crossing in Stab(D(T))?
Inspired by Arcara and Bertram’s excellent paper [ABL07], our method of at-
tack will be to take a one-parameter family of stability conditions {σt}t∈R>0 and
observe which walls, if any, are crossed; in a sense, we will go for a ‘walk’ in
Stab(D(T)).
Wall-Crossing
Let MvX(σ) denote the moduli space of σ-stable objects E on X with Mukai
vector v(E) = v. Naturally, we can ask:
1. AreMvX(σ) projective in general? We saw above that moduli spaces of sta-
ble sheaves in the sense of Mumford and Gieseker were manifestly projective
but is the same true for Bridgeland-stability?
2. It is expected that wall-crossing corresponds to birational maps between
the moduliMvX(σ) 99KMvX(σ′). What are they and how do they relate to
the underlying geometry of X?
This thesis will address these two questions in the case when X is an irreducible
principally polarized abelian surface and our objects have the same invariants
as (twists of) ideal sheaves of points. For question one, we actually formally
introduce a second parameter s which gives rise to a two-dimensional slice of the
three-dimensional stability manifold which we refer to as the (s, t)-plane; each
rational point (s, t) ∈ Q×Q>0 gives rise to a stability condition σs,t governed by
an abelian category As which is invariant under scaling by t. Then, in a particular
region of the (s, t)-plane we can say the following
6
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Theorem 1.0.2. For any 0 ≤ s < 2 and t > 0, the moduli space of σs,t-stable
objects in As with Chern character (1, 2`, 4 − n) is a smooth complex projective
variety for each non-negative integer n.
Proof See Proposition 3.3.11 and Theorem 3.6.1.
The key observation in establishing this result is that, in this particular re-




The upshot is that each chamber intersects the the real line and close to the real
line we can find a suitable Fourier-Mukai transform which identifies this moduli
space with another moduli space which is a priori projective; namely the Hilbert
scheme.
In order to tackle question two, we need to borrow another important tool from
the forefather of this field. In [Muk84], Mukai proves that the moduli spaceM of
µ-stable sheaves on an abelian or K3 surface is a symplectic variety. Furthermore,
he shows that if P ⊂M is a projective bundle of codimension at least two then
there is a birational map M 99K M′ which replaces P by its dual P∨ whilst
preserving the symplectic structure; we call this operation a Mukai flop.
To get an idea of wall-crossing phenomena, suppose we are interested in ob-
jects with some specific numerical invariants. Let G be our favourite object
which exhibits the chosen invariants and suppose it naturally sits in a short ex-
act sequence in Coh(X) of the form 0 → F → E → G → 0. Now, choose an
‘appropriate’ abelian subcategory A ⊂ D(X) so that we can state the precise set
of stable objects with these invariants. In many cases, it will turn out that this
sequence is no longer exact in A. Maybe we need to turn the induced triangle
once, say, to get
0→ E → G→ F [1]→ 0.
If we imagine the slope as some sort of height function then we can think of these
sequences as rotating about G as our formal parameter t varies. More precisely,
for some critical value tc ∈ R>0 we will have σt(E) > σt(G) for all t < tc. In other
words, after crossing the wall tc, we see that G is destabilised by E and we need
to replace these extensions by stable ones. On a surface (with trivial canonical
7
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bundle), Serre duality provides a natural pairing between the extension spaces
Ext1(F [1], G) ∼= Ext1(G,F [1])∗ and thus candidate replacements of the form
0→ F [1]→ G′ → E → 0.
If we can show that the extensions of interest are supported on projective bundles
(of codimension at least two) then by Mukai’s result, we can cut out the unstable
locus and glue in a stable one. We can continue to perform surgeries on our
moduli space in this way until we have stable objects for all t > 0:
Theorem 1.0.3. Let (T, L) be an irreducible principally polarized abelian surface
with Pic(T) = Z[`] and consider objects E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4−n) where
n ∈ Z≥0 and E is σt-stable for some t > 0. Then we have a set of critical values:{
tm =
√




away from which, there is a smooth proper moduli space
Mt :=Mt(1, 2`, 4− n)
which together with a suitable coherent sheaf Ut on T×Mt represents the functor:
isomorphism classes of flat families of σt-stable objects in A0.
Proof See Theorem 3.5.8.
Using an observation of Maciocia in [Mac11], we can say precisely why these
walls exist in terms of the configuration of points with respect to certain curves
in T:
Theorem 1.0.4. The objects E ∈ A0 with numerical invariants ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4−
n) that are σt-stable for some t > 0 are either
(a) twisted ideal sheaves of degree four associated to X ∈ Hilbn(T), or
(b) an extension of a twisted ideal sheaf of degree two by a line bundle supported
on a curve, or
(c) a two-step complex with cohomology consisting of locally-free sheaves which
only happens when n = 5.
Moreover, an object of type (a) is destabilised by a twisted ideal sheaf of degree
two if and only if the associated n points contain a collinear subscheme of colength
m; if n = 5 then there is a rank two destabiliser if and only if the configuration of
X is very specific. Sheaves with sufficiently general configurations of points are
σt-stable for all t > 0.
8
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Proof See Theorem 3.3.9.
The special case of the previous theorem, when n = 5, is forced upon us by
the (standard) Fourier-Mukai transform. As was stressed above, the transform of
a stable object E ∈ D(X) is stable with respect to the transformed stability con-
dition. However, in general, the transformed object will have different numerical
invariants, i.e. we have an isomorphism of moduli spaces
MvX(σ)
∼→MΦ(v)X (Φ(σ)).
Since the numerical type fixes the wall and chamber structure we should consider
Fourier-Mukai transforms such that v = Φ(v); which is precisely what happens
in our example when n = 5 and Φ is Mukai’s standard Fourier-Mukai transform.
Understanding the relationship betweenMvX(σ) andMvX(Φ(σ)) directly seems
to be rather difficult. This is because the geometry of the wall and chamber
structure on Stab(X) is quite complicated. If we suppose that Stab(D(X)) is
connected (not known in general), we could ask (as in [Bri08]) if it is always
possible to choose a sequence of adjacent chambers C1, . . . , Cn for v with σ1 = σ,
σn = Φ(σ) and σi ∈ Ci for i = 1, . . . , n so that there is a birational equivalence





arising as a sequence of Mukai flops? We cannot answer this question in general
but for our special case of n = 5 we can indeed construct a chain of such maps;
see Section 4.1.6.
Studying the wall and chamber structure for Stab(D(T)) with our chosen
numerical invariants (1, 2`, 4 − n) also allows us to make a connection with our
main theme of preservation of stability. More precisely, we can show that all the
walls which cross a particular ray (s = 0) in the stability manifold are at least
codimension one (Lemma 3.5.2). This gives rise to the following
Theorem 1.0.5. Let n ≥ 4 and X ∈ Hilbn(T) be generic. Then the twisted ideal
sheaves of degree four associated to X are slope stable (in the sense of Mumford)
with slope stable transform.
Proof See Corollary 3.5.4.
The really interesting part of the thesis comes when we look at the examples
for low values of n because they all exhibit such different behaviour; see Section
4.1. For n = 0 and 1, we see that our objects are stable in the whole of the (s, t)-
plane but things change drastically when n ≥ 2. In all the examples worked out
in the literature so far, there is only ever a finite number of walls and we thought
9
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this was the case with our examples as well until we inspected n = 2 and 3 more
carefully:




Proof See Corollary 4.1.2 and Corollary 4.1.7.
In particular, we find explicit Fourier-Mukai transforms Φ ∈ Aut(D(T)) which
generate these families of walls. For n = 2, each wall is a codimension zero wall
in the sense that it is effective on every object in As and for n = 3, there are
actually two infinite families of codimension one and zero walls which alternate
all the way down. In some sense, the n = 3 case is the most interesting:
Theorem 1.0.7. For n = 3, there is one wall on the line s = 0 and thus two
moduli spaces M0 and M1. Crossing the wall corresponds to a birational trans-
formation M0 99K M1 which replaces a P1-fibred codimension one subspace with
its dual fibration. The resulting two moduli spaces are isomorphic but this iso-
morphism is not an extension of the birational map outside the codimension one
sublocus.
Proof See Theorem 4.1.4 and Remark 4.1.5.
For n = 4, we find only one wall in the whole (s, t)-plane; in the future,
we would like to investigate a possible connection with O’Grady’s moduli space
[O’Gr03] and Lemma 3.5.7. We have already mentioned that n = 5 is a special
case because Mukai’s standard Fourier-Mukai transform acts on the moduli space
Mt(1, 2`,−1) but it also gives rise to moduli spaces of two-step complexes that
we can again relate to the geometry of T; see Section 4.1.6. Needless to say,
length five is very symmetric and we can draw some pretty pictures of the strata
which exist within the moduli space.
Finally, in the last chapter, we return to our original question and successfully
identify the walls in Stab(D(T)) which realise our examples of non-preservation
of stability as explicit wall-crossing.
Understanding the global geometry of the wall and chamber structure on
Stab(D(X)) is a long term goal reaching way beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, we feel that, despite concentrating on a particular example, the tech-
niques developed herein will be very useful in understanding the general theory.
10
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Moduli Spaces, Stability and
Fourier-Mukai Transforms
Let X be a smooth projective variety over C and fix an ample line bundle L.
2.1 Classical Stability
Definition 2.1.1 (Gieseker stability). The Hilbert polynomial P (E) ∈ Q[t] of a
coherent sheaf E on X is given by
n 7→ χ(E ⊗ L⊗n) =
dim(E)∑
i=0
(−1)i dimCH i(X,E ⊗ L⊗n).
The normalized Hilbert polynomial p(E) is the unique rational multiple of P (E)
which is monic. A pure sheaf E on X is said to be semistable if for all proper
subsheaves 0 6= F ⊂ E one has
p(F ) ≤ p(E) for all n 0
where the polynomials are ordered lexicographically. If the inequality is always
strict then E is said to be stable. E is said to be G-twisted semistable, for some
pure sheaf G, if for all proper subsheaves 0 6= F ⊂ E one has
p(F ⊗G∨) ≤ p(E ⊗G∨) for all n 0.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let F and G be semistable sheaves.
(a) If p(F ) > p(G) then Hom(F,G) = 0.
(b) If p(F ) = p(G) and f : F → G is non-trivial then f is injective if F is
stable and surjective if G is stable.
11
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(c) If P (F ) = P (G) then any non-trivial homomorphism f : F → G is an
isomorphism provided F or G is stable.
(d) Any stable sheaf E on X is simple, i.e. End(E) = C.
Proof See [HL10, Proposition 1.2.7 and Corollary 1.2.8].
Definition 2.1.3 (Mumford-Takemoto stability). For an ample divisor ω, one







where we drop the ω if the context is clear. A torsion-free sheaf E on X is said
to be µω-semistable if for all proper subsheaves 0 6= F ⊂ E one has
µω(F ) ≤ µω(E).
If the inequality is always strict when rk(F ) < rk(E) then E is said to be µω-
stable.
Lemma 2.1.4. If E is a torsion-free sheaf and ω is the ample divisor correspond-
ing to L, then one has the following chain of implications
E is µω-stable⇒ E is stable⇒ E is semistable⇒ E is µω-semistable.
If E is a µω-semistable sheaf with rank and degree coprime then E is µω-stable.
Proof Observe that the coefficient of tdim(X)−1 in p(E) for a torsion-free sheaf E
is (a rational multiple of) µω(E). See [HL10, Lemma 1.2.13 and Lemma 1.2.14].
Theorem 2.1.5. (a) Every pure sheaf E has a unique Harder-Narasimhan fil-
tration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En−1 ⊂ En = E
whose factors Fj = Ej/Ej−1 are semistable sheaves satisfying
pmax(E) := p(F1) > p(F2) > · · · > p(Fn) =: pmin(E).
In particular, for a torsion-free sheaf E, these factors are µ-semistable with
µmax(E) := µ(F1) ≥ µ(F2) ≥ · · · ≥ µ(Fn) =: µmin(E).
12
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(b) Every semistable sheaf has a Jordan-Hölder filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En−1 ⊂ En = E
whose factors Fj = Ej/Ej−1 are stable sheaves satisfying
p(Fj) = p(E) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.






is well-defined and two semistable sheaves E and E ′ on X are said to be
S-equivalent if gr(E) ∼= gr(E ′).
Proof See [HL10, Theorem 1.3.4 and Proposition 1.5.2].
Definition 2.1.6. A destabilising sequence for a pure sheaf E on X is a short
exact sequence of objects in Coh(X)
0→ K → E → Q→ 0 such that p(K) ≥ p(E) ≥ p(Q).
Using the Harder-Narasimhan and Jordan-Hölder filtrations, we can always choose
K or Q to be stable.
2.2 Moduli Spaces of Stable Sheaves
Definition 2.2.1. Let Fun(A) be the category of contravariant functors (to Set)
for some category A and consider the functor
A → Fun(A), A 7→ hA := Hom(−, A), f 7→ hf := Hom(−, A)→ Hom(−, B).
A functor F ∈ Fun(A) is said to be corepresented by A ∈ A if there is a morphism
α : F → hA such that any morphism β : F → hB factors through a unique
morphism hf : hA → hB, i.e. β = hf ◦ α. A functor F ∈ Fun(A) is said to be
represented by A ∈ A if F ' hA. Moreover, the Yoneda lemma says that this
functor A → Fun(A) defines an equivalence of A with the full subcategory of
representable functors; see [Huy06, Proposition 1.6].
Now, fix a polynomial P ∈ Q[t] and consider the functor (from Schop to Set)
MPX : S 7→
{
E ∈ Coh(X × S) : E is S-flat and Es is semistable





where S is noetherian of finite-type over C and E ∼ E ′ if there is a line bundle L
on S such that E ∼= E ′ ⊗ π∗L. A scheme MPX is called a coarse moduli space of
semistable sheaves if it corepresents the functor MPX . We call MPX a fine moduli
space if it representsMPX ; this is equivalent to the existence of a universal family
of sheaves E on X, i.e. if E ′ is a flat family of sheaves on X, parametrized by
another scheme S ′, then there is a unique map f : S ′ → S such that E ′ ∼= f ∗E :=
(idX × f)∗E .
Theorem 2.2.2. The class of semistable sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial
P has a coarse moduli space which is projective, i.e. there is a projective scheme
MPX that corepresents the functor MPX . Moreover, the closed points of MPX are in
bijection with the S-equivalence classes of semistable sheaves.
Proof See [Sim94, Theorem 1.21] or [HL10, Theorem 4.3.4].
Theorem 2.2.3. Let E be a flat family of sheaves on X. If the greatest com-
mon divisor of {P (0), . . . , P (dim(E))} equals 1 then there is a universal family
of semistable sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial P , i.e. MPX is a fine moduli
space. In particular, there are no properly semistable sheaves on X.
Proof See [HL10, Section 4.6].
Corollary 2.2.4. Let X be a smooth surface and consider the subfunctorMPX(v) ⊂
MPX of semistable sheaves with a fixed numerical class v ∈ K(X)num. Let r, c1, c2
be the rank and Chern classes corresponding to v. If gcd(r, c1 · ω, 12c1 · (c1 −
KX)− c2) = 1 then there is a universal family of semistable sheaves with Hilbert
polynomial P and numerical class v.
Proof See [HL10, Corollary 4.6.7].
Stability is an open condition in the sense that small deformations of a stable
sheaf are again stable. This statement is made precise by the following
Theorem 2.2.5. Let E be a stable sheaf on X represented by a point [E] ∈MPX .
Then





(b) if E is torsion-free and Ext2(E,E)0 := ker(Ext
2(E,E)
tr2→ H2(OX)) = 0
then MPX is smooth at the point [E].
14
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Proof See [Art89] or [HL10, Corollary 4.5.2 and Theorem 4.5.4].
Corollary 2.2.6. If X is a smooth surface then the dimension of MPX at a stable
point [E] is bounded below by the expected dimension:
exp dim[E] M
P
X := 2rk(E)c2(E)− (rk(E)− 1)c1(E)2 − (rk(E)2 − 1)χ(OX).
Proof See [HL10, p. 114-115].
2.3 Fourier-Mukai Transforms
Let X and Y be smooth projective varieties over C.
Definition 2.3.1. The Fourier-Mukai functor corresponding to P ∈ D(X × Y )
(which we often call the kernel) is the integral functor
ΦP : D(X)
∼→ D(Y ) ; E 7→ π2∗ (π∗1(E)⊗ P)
where π1 : X × Y → X and π2 : X × Y → Y are the two projection maps
which are implicitly understood to be derived; we will always drop the derived
signs in this thesis. If this functor is an equivalence of categories, we call it a
Fourier-Mukai transform and refer to X and Y Fourier-Mukai partners.
Proposition 2.3.2. For any P ∈ D(X × Y ) let
PL := P∨ ⊗ π∗2ωY [dim(Y )] and PR := P∨ ⊗ π∗1ωX [dim(X)]
where P∨ is the derived dual with respect to OX×Y . Then we have the following
adjunctions
ΦPL a ΦP a ΦPR .
Proof This follows from Grothendieck-Verdier duality; see [Huy06, Corollary
3.35 & Proposition 5.9] or [Muk81].
Proposition 2.3.3. Let Z be a smooth projective variety and consider P ∈
D(X × Y ) and Q ∈ D(Y × Z). Then
ΦQ ◦ ΦP ∼= ΦR : D(X)→ D(Z)
where
R := π13∗ (π∗12P ⊗ π∗23Q) ∈ D(X × Z)
and πij is the projection from X × Y × Z to the ijth factor.
15
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Proof See [Huy06, Proposition 5.10] or [Muk81, Proposition 1.3].
Theorem 2.3.4. Suppose F : D(X) ∼→ D(Y ) is an equivalence. Then there
exists an object P ∈ D(X × Y ) (unique up to isomorphism) such that F ' ΦP .
Proof See [Orl97, Theorem 2.18].
Remark 2.3.5. If the group of derived autoequivalences Aut(D(X)) is in some
sense a measure of the intrinsic geometry of the variety X then Calabi-Yau vari-
eties turn out to be the most interesting, i.e. those where ωX ' OX .
A Fourier-Mukai transform descends in a natural way to a Fourier-Mukai
transform at the level of K-groups and cohomology; see [Huy06, Section 5.2].
The way in which the induced transforms interact is given by the infamous
Theorem 2.3.6 (Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch). Let P ∈ D(X × Y ). Then the












where v(E) = ch(E)
√












Proof See [Huy06, Corollary 5.29].
2.4 Stable Sheaves on Surfaces
Lemma 2.4.1. Let X be a smooth projective surface over C.
(a) A sheaf E on X has pure dimension two if and only if E is torsion-free.
(b) Any torsion-free sheaf E embeds into its reflexive hull E∨∨ such that E∨∨/E
has dimension zero; the support of E∨∨/E is called the set of singular points
of E. In other words, E is locally-free outside a finite set of points:
0→ E → E∨∨ → OZ → 0.
In particular, a torsion-free sheaf of rank one is of the form L⊗IZ where L
is a line bundle and IZ is the ideal sheaf of a codimension two subscheme.
16
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(c) If E is torsion-free and φ : F → E is any surjection with locally free F then
ker(φ) is also locally-free.
(d) If E is torsion-free and F ⊂ E is locally-free then E/F cannot have torsion
supported in dimension zero.
(e) A sheaf E on X is locally-free if and only if E is reflexive, i.e. E ∼= E∨∨.
(f) The restriction of a locally-free sheaf E on X to any smooth projective curve
is again locally-free and the restriction of a torsion-free sheaf E on X to a
smooth projective curve avoiding the finitely many singular points of E is
locally-free.
Proof See [HL10, Proposition 1.1.10 and Example 1.1.16].
Theorem 2.4.2 (Hodge Index Theorem). Let H be an ample divisor on a smooth
projective surface X and suppose that D is a divisor such that D ·H = 0. Then
D2 ≤ 0 with equality if and only if D ≡ 0. Moreover, if D is any divisor, then
(D2)(H2) ≤ (D ·H)2
with equality if and only if D ≡ nH for some n ∈ Z.
Proof. See [Har77, V, Theorem 1.9] for a proof of the first statement. As for
the second claim consider D̃ := (aD + bH) where a, b ∈ Z are chosen so that
D̃ ·H = 0. Then D̃2 = a2D2 + 2abD.H + b2H2 ≤ 0 and this quadratic has real
roots precisely when the discriminant is non-negative, i.e.
(D ·H)2 − (D2)(H2) ≥ 0.
We have equality if and only if D̃ ≡ 0, i.e. D ≡ nH for some n ∈ Z.
Theorem 2.4.3 (Bogomolov’s Inequality). Let X be a smooth projective surface
and H an ample divisor on X. If E is a µ-semistable sheaf on X then
2r(E)ch2(E) ≤ c1(E)2.
Proof See [Huy06, Theorem 3.4.1].
Definition 2.4.4. Let X be an abelian or K3 surface. The Mukai pairing 〈−,−〉




defined by the formula
〈(r1, D1, s1), (r2, D2, s2)〉 = D1 ·D2 − r1s2 − r2s1.
The Mukai vector of an object E ∈ D(X) is the element of the sublattice
N (X) = Z⊕ NS(X)⊕ Z ⊂ H∗(X,C)
defined by the formula
v(E) = (rk(E), c1(E), s(E)) = ch(E)
√
td(X) ∈ H∗(X,Z)
where s(E) = ch2(E) + εrk(E) and ε = 0 or 1 depending on whether X is an
abelian or K3 surface. The Riemann-Roch theorem tells us how the Mukai pairing





(−1)idimCHomiX(E,F ) = −〈v(E), v(F )〉.
See [Huy06, p. 133] for more details.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let (X,L) be a polarized abelian or K3 surface with ` := c1(L).
(a) A pure dimension two sheaf E on X is semistable if for all proper subsheaves






(b) A pure dimension one sheaf E on X is semistable if for all proper subsheaves






(c) A pure dimension zero sheaf E on X is just a sheaf supported at a finite
set of points. Any such sheaf is semistable. The only stable pure dimension
zero sheaves are the structure sheaves of single (closed) points.
18
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Proof If v(E) = (rk(E), c1(E), χ(E) − εrk(E)) then the statements follow im-
mediately from the Hilbert polynomial:





















n2 + (c1(E) · `)n+ χ(E).
(a) If rk(E) 6= 0 then







(b) If rk(E) = 0 and c1(E) 6= 0 then




(c) If rk(E) = 0, c1(E) = 0 and χ(E) 6= 0 then
p(E, n) = 1.
In particular, the Hilbert polynomial is the constant polynomial and any
zero-dimensional sheaf is semistable. Moreover, it can only be stable if it
has no proper subsheaves at all.
Lemma 2.4.6. Let X be an abelian or K3 surface. If E ∈ D(X) is simple then
dimCExt
1
X(E,E) = 2 + v(E)
2 ≥ 0,
with equality precisely when E is spherical.
Proof See [Muk87b, Corollary 2.5] and [Bri08, Lemma 5.1].
We say that an object E ∈ D(X) is rigid if dimC Ext1X(E,E) = 0. If E is
simple then being rigid is equivalent to v(E)2 = −2. Similarly, we say that a
simple object E is semi-rigid if dim Ext1X(E,E) = 2 ⇔ v(E)2 = 0. Semi-rigid
objects give rise to Fourier-Mukai transforms:
19
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Theorem 2.4.7. Let X be an abelian or K3 surface such that NS(X) = Z[`]. If
FM(X) denotes the set of Fourier-Mukai partners of X and M(v) denotes the
moduli space of µ-stable sheaves with Mukai vector v, then
FM(X) = {M(r, c`, χ) | 2rχ = c2`2, (r, χ) = 1, r ≥ χ}.
Proof This result is a slight refinement of Mukai’s result; see [Muk87b] and
[Muk78, Remark 7.13]. The statement above appears as [HLOY03, Theorem
2.1].
2.5 Abelian Surfaces
All the results in this section are quoted in the context of surfaces but many of
them hold more generally for abelian varieties of dimension g.
Definition 2.5.1. Let T be an abelian surface over C and let T̂ denote the dual
abelian variety, i.e. the smooth projective surface that represents the Picard
functor
Pic0T : S 7→ Pic0(S × T) := {L ∈ Pic(S × T) : c1(Ls) = 0 for all s ∈ S} / ∼ .
In particular, T̂ is a fine moduli space and so T × T̂ carries a universal line
bundle P . This is called the Poincaré bundle and is uniquely determined by two
conditions:
• If x̂ ∈ T̂ corresponds to a line bundle L ∈ Pic(T) then PT×{x̂} ∼= L.
• The fibre over the identity e ∈ T is trivial, i.e. P{e}×T̂ ∼= OT̂.
Theorem 2.5.2. Let P ∈ D(T × T̂) be the Poincaré bundle on T × T̂. Then
ΦP : D(T)
∼→ D(T̂) is an equivalence and
Φ̂P ◦ ΦP ' (−1T)∗[−2]
where Φ̂P : D(T̂)
∼→ D(T) and (−1T) is the morphism of group inversion. We
call ΦP the standard Fourier-Mukai transform.
Proof See [Muk81, Theorem 2.2].












(−1)∗TF if p+ q = 2
0 o/w.
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We call this the Mukai spectral sequence.
Definition 2.5.4. A coherent sheaf E on X is said to be WITi with respect to
a Fourier-Mukai transform ΦP : D(X)
∼→ D(Y ) if
ΦjP(E) := R
jΦP(E) = 0 for all j 6= i.
We say that E is WIT if it is WITi for some i and denote the transform Φ
i
P(E) of
E by Ê; embedding Coh(X) ↪→ D(X) as complexes concentrated in degree zero,
we see that ΦP(E) ∼= Ê[−i] if E is WITi. Furthermore, E is said to be ITi if for
all y ∈ T̂,
Hj(X,E ⊗ Py) = 0 for all j 6= i.
Since ΦjP(E)y
∼= Hj(E⊗Py), we see by base change ([Har77, III, Theorem 12.11])
that if E is ITi then E is WITi and Ê is locally-free.
Corollary 2.5.5. Let E be a WITi sheaf on T. Then Ê is a WIT2−i sheaf on T̂
and
ˆ̂
E ∼= (−1T)∗E. Moreover, if E is WIT2 then Ê is locally-free.
Proof See [Muk81, Corollary 2.4].
Example 2.5.6. Let Ox be the one dimensional skyscraper sheaf supported at
x ∈ T. Since H i(T,Ox ⊗ Pŷ) = 0 for every i > 0 and ŷ ∈ T̂, we see that Ox is
IT0 and Ôx ∼= Px. Hence by Corollary 2.5.5, Px is WIT2 and P̂x ∼= O−x. Note
that Px is not IT. See [Muk81, Example 2.6].
Theorem 2.5.7 (Parseval’s Theorem). Suppose ΦP : D(X)
∼→ D(Y ) is an equiv-
alence. Then for any E,F ∈ D(X), we have
ExtiX(E,F )
∼= ExtiY (ΦP(E),ΦP(F )).
In particular, if E and F are WITj and WITk respectively, then
ExtiX(E,F )
∼= Exti+j−kY (Ê, F̂ ) for all i ∈ Z.
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Proof We have the following natural isomorphisms
ExtiX(E,F )
∼= HomD(X)(E,F [i])
∼= HomD(Y )(ΦP(E),ΦP(F )[i])
∼= HomD(Y )(Ê[−j], F̂ [i− k])
∼= Exti+j−kY (Ê, F̂ ).
See [Muk81, Corollary 2.5].
Lemma 2.5.8. Let P ∈ D(T × T̂) be the Poincaré bundle on T × T̂. Poincaré
duality and the cohomological Fourier-Mukai transform compare via
ΦHP = (−1)
n(n+1)
2 · PDn : Hn(T,Q)
∼→ H4−n(T̂,Q) = H4−n(T,Q)∗.
In particular, the cohomological Fourier-Mukai transform defines an isomorphism
of integral(!) cohomology
ΦHP : H
∗(T,Z) ∼→ H∗(T̂,Z) ; α 7→ π2∗ (π∗1(α).ch(P)) and Φ̂HP ◦ ΦHP = (−1)n.
Proof See [Huy06, Lemma 9.23 and Corollary 9.24].









In particular, if E is WITk then
chi(Ê) = (−1)i+kPD (ch2−i(E))
Proof Follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.6 and Lemma 2.5.8.
Lemma 2.5.10. Let τx : T→ T; y 7→ x + y be the translation morphism. Then
for any x ∈ T and x̂ ∈ T̂ we have the following isomorphisms of functors
ΦP ◦ τ ∗x ' (−⊗ P−x) ◦ ΦP
ΦP ◦ (−⊗ Px̂) ' τ ∗x̂ ◦ ΦP .
Proof See [Muk81, Section 3.1].
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Proposition 2.5.11. Suppose Pic(T) ∼= Z and let E ∈ D(T×T̂) be an object such
that ΦE : D(T)
∼→ D(T̂) is an equivalence. Then, up to a shift, E is isomorphic to
a sheaf. Moreover, every such E (except for O∆) is locally-free and we can index
the set of such E’s (up to equivalence) by their slope µ(Ex) ∈ Q ∪∞.
Proof See [Orl02, Proposition 3.2]. For the second part observe that any Ex
must be semi-homogeneous. That is, if ch(Ex) = (r, c, χ) then we must have
c2 = rχ. In [Muk87b], Mukai shows that the corresponding moduli space is fine
if and only if gcd(r, c, χ) = 1. This forces us to have r = a2, χ = b2 and c = ±ab
for coprime integers a > 0 and b which allows us to associate a unique rational
number to E .
2.6 Preservation of Stability
General philosophy asserts that
“Stability is preserved under Fourier-Mukai transforms.”
Given the many different notions of stability, this statement is quite vague and
several people have studied the following question:
When is the transform ΦP(E) of a µ-stable sheaf E again a µ-stable sheaf?
Under ‘suitable’ conditions, the philosophy holds true but it is not difficult to
construct counter-examples, i.e. µ-stable sheaves which become unstable after
applying a Fourier-Mukai transform.
Definition 2.6.1. Let (T, L) be an irreducible principally polarized abelian sur-
face over C with ` := c1(L) and Pic(T) = Z[`]. In other words, L is an ample
line bundle with χ(L) = 1 and φL : T
∼→ T̂ ; x 7→ τ ∗xL ⊗ L∗. This identification
allows us to view the standard Fourier-Mukai transform as an autoequivalence
of D(T). To be more precise, let Φ be the Fourier-Mukai transform with kernel
(idT × φL)∗P or, equivalently
Φ := φ∗L ◦ ΦP : D(T)
∼→ D(T).
Applying Riemann-Roch to the principal polarization we see that 1 = χ(L) =
`2/2, i.e. `2 = 2 and deg(E) := c1(E) · ` ∈ 2Z for any sheaf E on T. Let DL
denote the zero set of the unique holomorphic section of L, i.e. L = O(DL).
Translations of DL by x ∈ T are given by Dx := τxDL and we make a note of the
fact that Dx ∈ |τ ∗−xL| ∼= |LP−x̂|. Let Hilbn(T) be the Hilbert scheme of length
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n subschemes of T. If X ⊂ T is a finite subscheme of length n, we shall abuse
notation and denote the corresponding point in Hilbn(T) by X as well. Following
[Mac11], we make the following definition
X ∈ Hilbn(T) is collinear if X ⊂ Dx for some x ∈ T.
Our convention will be to use the letters P,Q, Y, Z,W,X to denote zero-dimensional
subschemes of length 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, n respectively. Lastly, if F and G are sheaves
then E = F nG will denote a representative of the equivalence class of non-split
extensions of F by G, i.e. a short exact sequence of the form
0→ G→ E → F → 0.
Also, for convenience, we shall often drop the tensor product sign between sheaves.
Lemma 2.6.2. Let E be semistable sheaf on T with positive degree. Then for all
x̂ ∈ T̂ we have H2(T, EPx̂) = 0 and so Φ2(E) = 0.
Proof By Serre duality and Proposition 2.1.2 (a), we have
H2(T, EPx̂) ∼= Ext2T(OT, EPx̂) ∼= Hom(E,P−x̂) = 0.
The second statement follows from base change ([Har77, III, Theorem 12.11]);
that is, Φ2(E)x̂ ∼= H2(T, EPx̂).
Lemma 2.6.3. Let 0 → A → E → B → 0 be a µ-destabilising sequence for a
sheaf E = F nG where F and G are µ-stable sheaves with µ(G) < µ(E) < µ(F ).
Then we have the following chain of inequalities
µ(G) < µ(B) ≤ µ(E) ≤ µ(A) < µ(F ).
Proof By definition of a µ-destabilising sequence for E, we have µ(B) ≤ µ(E) ≤
µ(A) and so it remains to show that µ(A) < µ(F ) and µ(G) < µ(B). Replacing
A by one of the sheaves in the associated graded object of a factor in its Harder-
Narasimhan filtration, we can assume A to be stable. If µ(A) > µ(F ) then
Hom(A,F ) = 0 = Hom(A,G) by Proposition 2.1.2(a) and so Hom(A,E) = 0;
contradiction. Similarly, if µ(A) = µ(F ) then A ∼= F by Proposition 2.1.2(b)
which would provide a splitting of the extension contradicting our assumption.
Therefore, µ(A) < µ(F ). For the last part, define the following additive function
Z : Coh(T)→ C ; E 7→ − deg(E) + irk(E) ∈ exp(iπφ(E)) · R≥0
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for some φ(E) ∈ (0, 1] which we call the phase of E. That is, Z sends a short
exact sequence 0 → G → E → F → 0 to a parallelogram. Observe that F
is µ-stable if and only if φ(F ′) < φ(F ) for all proper subsheaves 0 6= F ′ ⊂ F .
Indeed, Z(F )/rk(F ) = −µ(F ) + i and µ(F ′) < µ(F ) ⇔ −µ(F ′) > −µ(F ) ⇔
φ(F ′) < φ(F ). Let f : A → F be the composite map and set K := ker(f) and
I := Im(f). Then K ↪→ A lifts to an injection K ↪→ G with quotient J (say),
i.e. φ(K) < φ(G) and K is confined by two parallelograms ensuring the desired











Lemma 2.6.4. Let (T, L) be an irreducible principally polarized abelian surface
and r ∈ Z>0. Let F be a µ-stable, WIT1 sheaf with ch(F ) = (r, `,−(r + 1))
and µ-stable transform. Then E = F n F̂ is a µ-stable sheaf which, under the
standard Fourier-Mukai transform, becomes unstable.
Proof. The WIT1 condition tells us that v(F̂ ) = (r+1, `,−r). Observe that there
are indeed non-trivial extensions of F by F̂ since
χ(F, F̂ ) = −〈v(F ), v(F̂ )〉
= −〈(r, `,−(r + 1)), (r + 1, `,−r)〉
= −2− r2 − (r + 1)2 < 0 ⇒ dimC Ext1(F, F̂ ) 6= 0.
Since F (and hence F̂ ) is WIT1 we have that E = F n F̂ is WIT1 also.
Suppose 0→ A→ E → B → 0 is a µ-destabilising sequence for E. Then, by
Lemma 2.6.3, we have the following inequality
µ(E) ≤ µ(A) < µ(F ) ⇔ 0 < 4 · rk(A)
2r + 1





Since A is a subobject of E we have 1 ≤ rk(A) ≤ 2r. For rk(A) ≤ r, the
upper bound is at most 2 and so 0 < deg(A) < 2; contradiction. However, when
r + 1 ≤ rk(A) ≤ 2r, the lower bound is strictly greater than 2 and the upper
bound is at most 4, i.e. 2 < deg(A) < 4; contradiction. Therefore, destabilising
objects for E cannot exist and so we deduce that it is µ-stable.
Explicitly, we have an extension F̂ → E → F with Chern characters





→ µ(E) = 4
2r + 1
→ µ(F ) = 2
r
(↗).
Applying the standard Fourier-Mukai transform gives rise to the flipped extension
F → Ê → F̂ where the Chern characters have been reversed and Ê is destabilised
by F .
Remark 2.6.5. Experiments with Maple suggest that the previous Lemma should
be true when v(F ) = (r, d`,−(r + 1)) and d|r or d|(r + 1). In fact, if v(F ) =
(r, d`,−k), we expect a generic element of the space of extensions of F by F̂ to
be a µ-stable sheaf with unstable transform.
The main issue with Lemma 2.6.4 is whether we can find a coherent sheaf F
which satisfies all the hypotheses. For the case when r = 1, we can appeal to the
following
Theorem 2.6.6. Let X ∈ Hilbn(T) for n ≥ 2. Then LIX is a µ-stable WIT1
sheaf with µ-stable transform.
Proof See [Muk87a, Theorem 0.3] or [Mac11, Theorem 11.1].
Corollary 2.6.7. There exist µ-stable sheaves E with ch(E) = (3, 2`,−3) which,
under the standard Fourier-Mukai transform, become unstable.
Proof Let Y ∈ Hilb3(T) and apply Lemma 2.6.4 to F := LIY .
For r = 2, we can utilise the following
Lemma 2.6.8. Let M(2, `,−3) denote the moduli space of µ-stable sheaves F
on T with ch(F ) = (2, `,−3). Then it is always possible to choose an IT1 sheaf
F ∈M(2, `,−3) with µ-stable transform.
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Proof By [Yos01, Theorem 0.1] we know that this moduli space is non-empty.
Since deg(F ) = 2 > 0 we have H2(FPx̂) = 0 for all x̂ ∈ T̂ by Lemma 2.6.2.
Suppose F is not IT1 then H
0(FP−x̂) 6= 0 for some x̂ ∈ T̂, i.e. there is a non-
trivial map Px̂ → F with torsion-free quotient Q. Indeed, if Q had a torsion
subsheaf T supported on a curve then ker(F → Q/T ) ∼= L by Hilbert’s syzygy
theorem which would contradict the stability of F . Similarly, if T was supported
on points then the length of the subscheme must be zero. Therefore, by Lemma
2.4.1 (b), Q ∼= LIZPŷ for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T). Next consider the family of
extensions 0→ Px̂ → F → LIZPŷ → 0 and observe that
dimPExt1(LIZPŷ,Px̂) = −χ(LIZPŷ,Px̂) + dim Ext2(LIZPŷ,Px̂)− 1
= 〈v(LIZPŷ), v(Px̂)〉+ dim Hom(Px̂, LIZPŷ)− 1
=
{
2 if Z is generic
3 if Z is collinear.
Since dimM(2, `,−3) = 2 + v(F )2 = 16 and Px̂ moves in a 2-dimensional family
whilst LIZ moves in a 10-dimensional family, we see that the space of all such
extensions is at least codimension 1 insideM(2, `,−3). In other words, a generic
element of M(2, `,−3) will be IT1.
Choose F ∈M(2, `,−3) to be IT1 and suppose that F̂ is not µ-stable. Then
there is a short exact sequence 0→ A→ F̂ → B → 0 with µ(A) ≥ µ(F̂ ) ≥ µ(B).
Thus, deg(A) ≥ 2rk(A)/3 > 0 which implies Φ2(A) = 0 by Lemma 2.6.2, i.e.
A is WIT1. Replacing B by one of the sheaves in the associated graded object
of a factor in its Harder-Narasimhan filtration, we can assume B to be stable
with deg(B) ≤ 0. Therefore, by a similar argument to Lemma 2.6.2, we see
that H0(BP−x̂) = 0 for all x̂ ∈ T̂ since if it were non-zero then B ∼= Px̂ would
contradict the fact that Φ2(B) = 0, i.e. B is WIT1 as well. Thus, applying Φ to
the destabilising sequence gives rise to the following short exact sequence
0→ Â→ F → B̂ → 0.
But F is µ-stable which implies µ(Â) < µ(F ) = 1 ⇔ deg(Â) < rk(Â). However,
deg(Â) = deg(A) ≥ 2 and so rk(Â) > 2; contradiction.
Corollary 2.6.9. There exist µ-stable sheaves E with ch(E) = (5, 2`,−5) which,
under the standard Fourier-Mukai transform, become unstable.
Proof By Lemma 2.6.8, we can choose a µ-stable WIT1 sheaf F with ch(F ) =
(2, `,−3) and µ-stable transform. Take such an F and apply Lemma 2.6.4.
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If we replace µ-stable by stable in the hypothesis of Lemma 2.6.4 then we can
also consider the case when r = 0.
Lemma 2.6.10. Let P ∈ Hilb1(T). Then LIP is WIT1 with L̂IP ∼= OD̂−pPp a
line bundle of degree zero supported on the divisor D−p := τ−pDL.
Proof See [Mac11, Section 5]. Applying Φ to the twisted structure sequence of
P ∈ T yields
0→ Φ0(LIP )→ L̂−1 → Pp → Φ1(LIP )→ 0.
Since L̂−1 → Pp is a non-zero map from a rank one torsion-free sheaf to a torsion-
free sheaf, we see that it must be an injection and Φ0(LIP ) = 0. Therefore, LIP
is WIT1 and by Lemma 2.4.1 (d) & (f) we have L̂IP ∼= Pp/L̂−1 is a locally-free
sheaf supported on D−p ∈ |L̂Pp| ∼= |τ ∗p L̂|. Since ch(Pp/L̂−1) = (0, `,−1) we can
use Riemann-Roch to conclude that L̂IP has rank one and degree zero.
Corollary 2.6.11. There exist stable sheaves E with ch(E) = (1, 2`,−1) which,
under the standard Fourier-Mukai transform, become unstable.
Proof Apply Lemma 2.6.4 (with µ-stable replaced by stable) to F := ODx . In
particular, observe that E = F n F̂ is rank one and torsion-free, i.e. E is µ-stable
and hence stable. The transform is destabilised by its torsion.
Corollary 2.6.12. ODz(−n) is WIT1 with ̂ODz(−n) torsion-free for all n ∈ Z>0.
Proof Choose X ∈ Hilbn(T) such that X ⊂ Dz. Then applying Φ to the
structure sequence 0→ ODz(−n)→ ODz → OX → 0 yields
0→ HX → Φ1(ODz(−n))→ L̂PzI−ẑ → 0
since sheaves supported in dimension zero are WIT0 and we see that ̂ODz(−n)
cannot have torsion since L̂PzI−ẑ and HX are both torsion-free.
Corollary 2.6.13. ODz(1) is WIT1 with ÔDz(1) ∼= OD̂x−z(1) for some x ∈ T.
Proof Applying the transform to 0→ ODz → ODz(1)→ Ox → 0 yields
0→ Φ0(ODz(1))→ Px → L̂PzI−ẑ → Φ1(ODz(1))→ 0.
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Since Px → Φ1(ODz) is a non-zero1 map from a rank one torsion-free sheaf to a
torsion-free sheaf, we see that it must be an injection and Φ0(ODz(1)) = 0. There-
fore, ODz(1) is WIT1 and by Lemma 2.4.1 (d) & (f) we have ÔDz(1) ∼= LPzI−ẑ/Px
is a locally-free sheaf supported on Dx−z ∈ |L̂Pz−x|. Since ch(LPzI−ẑ/Px) =
(0, `, 0) we can use Riemann-Roch to conclude that ÔDz(1) has rank one and
degree −1.
1If it were zero it would contradict Parseval’s relation on the connecting homomorphism
Ox → ODz [1] in D(T) which is non-zero for non-split extensions by definition.
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Stability Conditions on Smooth
Projective Surfaces
3.1 Basic Construction of Stability Conditions
We begin this Chapter with a brief summary of the theory of stability conditions
on triangulated categories; see [Bri07] and [Bri08] for more details. Throughout
this section, let X be an abelian or K3 surface.
Definition 3.1.1. A torsion pair in an abelian category A is a pair of full sub-
categories T ,F ⊂ A which satisfy HomA(T, F ) = 0 for all T ∈ T and F ∈ F ,
and such that every object E ∈ A fits into a short exact sequence
0→ T → E → F → 0
for some T ∈ T and F ∈ F . The objects of T and F are called torsion and
torsion-free respectively.
Theorem 3.1.2. Let (T ,F) be a torsion pair in an abelian category A. If A
is the heart of a bounded t-structure on a triangulated category D, then the full
subcategory
A] = {E ∈ D | H−1(E) ∈ F , H0(E) ∈ T , H i(E) = 0 for i 6= −1, 0}
is the heart of another t-structure on D. In particular, A] is an abelian category.
Proof See [HRS96, Proposition 2.1].
Thus, any object E ∈ A] is isomorphic to a complex of the form
E−1
f−→ E0
with coker(f) ∈ T and ker(f) ∈ F . That is, we have a short exact sequence of
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objects in A]
0→ H−1(E)[1]→ E → H0(E)→ 0.
One says that A] is obtained from the category A by tilting with respect to the
torsion pair (T ,F). Note that the pair (F [1], T ) is a torsion pair in A] and that
tilting with respect to this pair gives you back the original category A with a shift,
namely A[1]. A good way to think about tilting is illustrated by Bridgeland’s
‘filmstrip’ picture:




Remark 3.1.3. A short exact sequence 0→ K → E → Q→ 0 of objects in A]
gives rise to a long exact sequence of objects of A:
0→ H−1(K)→ H−1(E)→ H−1(Q)→ H0(K)→ H0(E)→ H0(Q)→ 0
where H−1(K), H−1(E), H−1(Q) ∈ F and H0(K), H0(E), H0(Q) ∈ T .
Definition 3.1.4. A stability function on an abelian category A (which we will
implicitly assume is the the heart of a bounded t-structure) is a group homomor-
phism Z : K(A)→ C such that
0 6= E ∈ A =⇒ Z(E) ∈ R>0exp(iπφ(E)) with 0 < φ(E) ≤ 1.
The real number φ(E) ∈ (0, 1] is called the phase of the object E. The notion of





A nonzero object E ∈ A is said to be semistable with respect to a stability
function Z if for all proper subobjects 0 6= K ⊂ E in A one has
µZ(K) ≤ µZ(E).
As usual, if the inequality is always strict then E is said to be stable. The stability
function is said to have the Harder-Narasimhan property if every nonzero object
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E ∈ A has a finite filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En−1 ⊂ En = E
whose factors Fj = Ej/Ej−1 are semistable objects of A with
φ(F1) > φ(F2) > · · · > φ(Fn).
A pair σ = (Z,A) is called a Bridgeland stability condition if Z is a stability
function onA which has the Harder-Narasimhan property; see [Bri07, Proposition
5.3].
Lemma 3.1.5. For any pair β, ω ∈ NS(X) ⊗ R with ω ∈ Amp(X) there is a
unique torsion pair (T ,F) on the category Coh(X) such that
T := {E ∈ Coh(X) | (µω)min(E/tors(E)) > β · ω} ∪ {torsion sheaves}, and
F := {E ∈ Coh(X) | E is torsion-free and (µω)max(E) ≤ β · ω}.
Proof See [Bri08, Lemma 6.1].
Tilting with respect to this torsion pair gives a bounded t-structure on D(X)
with heart







Remark 3.1.6. A(β, ω) does not really depend on β, only on β · ω.
Lemma 3.1.7. Take a pair β, ω ∈ NS(X) ⊗ Q with ω ∈ Amp(X). Then the
group homomorphism
Z : K(X)→ C ; v(E) 7→ 〈exp(β + iω), v(E)〉
is a stability function on the abelian category A(β, ω) (with the Harder-Narasimhan
property) providing β and ω are chosen so that for all spherical sheaves E on X
one has Z(E) 6∈ R≤0. This holds in particular whenever ω2 > 2.
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Proof See [Bri08, Lemma 6.2 & Proposition 7.1] or [ABL07, Corollary 2.1].
Remarks 3.1.8. In fact, Bridgeland shows that we can drop the rationality as-
sumption on β and ω and still get stability functions with the Harder-Narasimhan
property; see [Bri08, Section 11]. However, rational classes will be enough for this
thesis. Also notice that the condition on spherical objects is vacuously satisfied
on abelian surfaces because there are none; see [Bri08, Lemma 15.1].
The main stability function used in [ABL07] is different in the sense that
it ignores all contributions from the Todd class. More specifically, for most of
the paper, they use Z = 〈exp(β + iω), ch(E)〉 rather than the one above; which
actually improves their results (see [ABL07, Section 6]). Given that the Todd
class is trivial on an abelian surface, these stability functions coincide and so we
make no distinction between the two in this thesis.
To help us understand A(β, ω) a little better, we have
Proposition 3.1.9. The minimal objects in the abelian category A(β, ω), i.e.
those with no proper subobjects, are precisely the objects
• Ox, where x ∈ X is a closed point and
• E[1], where E is a µω-stable locally free sheaf with µω(E) = β · ω.
Proof See [Huy08, Proposition 2.2] and compare with [Bri08, Lemma 6.3 &
Lemma 10.1].
Huybrechts uses this observation to prove the following
Theorem 3.1.10. Let ΦE[1] : D(X ′)
∼→ D(X) be an exact equivalence such that
µω(Ey) = β ·ω for all closed points y ∈ X ′. Then it descends to an equivalence of
hearts
Φ−1 = ΦE∨[1] : AX(β, ω)
∼→ AX′(β′, ω′)
for some β′, ω′ ∈ NS(X ′) where ΦHE∨[1] exp(β + iω) = λ exp(β′ + iω′) and λ ∈ C∗.
Proof See [Huy08, Corollary 1.3 & Corollary 5.3].
Remark 3.1.11. Notice that if either β or ω were irrational, then the only simple
objects in A(β, ω) are the skyscraper sheaves.
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3.2 Principally Polarized Abelian Surfaces
For the rest of the chapter, let (T, L) be an irreducible principally polarized
abelian surface over C with ` := c1(L) and Pic(T) = Z[`]; see Definition 2.6.1.
Following the notation above, we introduce formal parameters by setting β := s`
for s ∈ Q and ω := t` for t ∈ Q>0. For clarity, we restate Lemma 3.1.5 as a
Definition 3.2.1. For each s ∈ Q, define a torsion pair (Ts,Fs) in Coh(T) such
that
Ts := {E ∈ Coh(T) : µmin(E/tors(E)) > 2s} ∪ {torsion sheaves},
Fs := {E ∈ Coh(T) : E is torsion-free and µmax(E) ≤ 2s}.
Notice that the categories Ts and Fs are invariant under rescaling ω. Tilting with
respect to this torsion pair produces abelian subcategories of D(T)
As := A(s`, t`) = {E ∈ D(T) : H−1(E) ∈ Fs, H0(E) ∈ Ts, H i(E) = 0 for i 6= −1, 0}.
which are also independent of t. It is the stability conditions governed by As that
will be the main focus of this thesis; see [ABL07] and [AB09] for more details.
The stability function is given by
Zs,t(E) := 〈exp(s`+ it`), v(E)〉




+ it (deg(E)− 2srk(E))





χ(E)− s deg(E) + rk(E) (s2 − t2)
t (deg(E)− 2srk(E))
.
Notice that the objects of As which have infinite µs,t-slope are either:
a) Torsion sheaves supported in dimension zero, or
b) Shifts E[1] of µ-stable vector bundles with c1(E) = srk(E)`.
As before, an object E ∈ As is µs,t-stable if it is stable with respect to the
central charge Zs,t, i.e.
µs,t(K) < µs,t(E) for all subobjects K ⊂ E in As.
In particular, K destabilises E if µs,t(K) ≥ µs,t(E) and the case of equality
gives rise to critical values of s and t which we call walls. Since the destabilising
condition is a quadratic in s, we see that the walls are all semicircles with centre
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on the s-axis. More precisely, manipulating the expression for µs,t(K) ≥ µs,t(E)
yields a(s2 + t2) − 2bs + c ≥ 0 where a := rk(E) deg(K) − rk(K) deg(E), b :=
rk(E)χ(K) − rk(K)χ(E) and c := deg(E)χ(K) − deg(K)χ(E). Therefore, if
µ(K) 6= µ(E) then this this gives rise to a semicircle with centre (b/a, 0) and
radius
√
(b/a)2 − (c/a); otherwise, we get a straight line at s = c/2b which we
think of as a semicircle with an infinite radius.
The Chern character of E determines a set of walls and each connected com-
ponent of the complement of this set in the (s, t)-plane is called a chamber. In
[Bri08, Section 9], Bridgeland proves that the set of µs,t-stable objects is constant
in each chamber. In the case when the value of s is understood we will simplify
µs,t to just µt; the s = 0 ray will be of considerable importance.
Our expression for the stability function suggests how to generalize the rank
and degree of an object E ∈ Coh(T) to an object E ∈ As. More precisely, we
have
Definition 3.2.2. The rank is an integer-valued linear function:
rk : K(D(T))→ Z
on the Grothendieck group of the derived category of coherent sheaves, with the
property that rk(E) ≥ 0 for all coherent sheaves E on T. We can define an
analogous rank function for each s ∈ Q to be the imaginary part of the stability
function:
rs : K(D(T))→ Q ; rs(E) = deg(E)− 2s · rk(E)
which has the property that rs(E) ≥ 0 for all E ∈ As and rs(T ) > 0 for all
coherent sheaves in Ts supported in codimension ≤ 1.
Similarly, the degree is an integer-valued linear function:
deg : K(D(T))→ Z ; deg(E) = c1(E) · `
with the property that for all coherent sheaves E:
rk(E) = 0⇒ (deg(E) ≥ 0 and deg(E) = 0⇔ E is supported in codim ≥ 2) .
There is an analogous two-parameter family of degree functions given by the real
part of the stabilty function:
ds,t : K(D(T))→ Q ; ds,t(E) = χ(E)− s deg(E) + rk(E)(s2 − t2),
i.e. a ray of degree functions for each rank rs. Suppose E ∈ As with rs(E) =
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deg(E)−2s · rk(E) = 0 then E fits into a unique exact sequence of objects in As:
0→ F [1]→ E → T → 0
where T is a torsion sheaf supported in codimension 2, and F is a µ-semistable
sheaf with µ(F ) = 2s. To see this, just consider the short exact sequence 0 →
H−1(E)[1]→ E → H0(E)→ 0 and use the fact that rs is additive.
Proposition 3.2.3. Suppose rs(E) = 0 for an object E ∈ As. Then for all t > 0,
ds,t(E) ≥ 0 and ds,t(E) = 0⇔ E = 0.
Proof Follows from the fact that rs and ds,t are given by the imaginary and
real parts of the stability function respectively.






has the usual properties of a slope function on the objects of As. That is, given
an exact sequence of objects 0→ K → E → Q→ 0 in As then
µs,t(K) < µs,t(E)⇔ µs,t(E) < µs,t(Q) & µs,t(K) = µs,t(E)⇔ µs,t(E) = µs,t(Q).
Proof Follows from the definitions of rs and ds,t.
Corollary 3.2.5. Suppose E ∈ As is a µ-stable sheaf, i.e. E ∈ As ∩Coh(T) and
as a member of Coh(T) is µ-stable with respect to the polarization. Then
K ↪→ E in As ⇒ µ(K) < µ(E).
Proof Let Q ∈ As denote the quotient of E by K. Taking cohomology of the
short exact sequence 0→ K → E → Q→ 0 of objects in As gives rise to a long
exact sequence of objects in Coh(T):
0→ H−1(Q)→ K → E → H0(Q)→ 0.
Since H−1(Q) ∈ Fs and E is torsion-free we see that K ∈ Ts must be torsion-free
as well with µ(H−1(Q)) < µ(K). Splitting the sequence via K/H−1(Q) gives two
short exact sequences in Coh(T):
0→ H−1(Q)→ K → K/H−1(Q)→ 0, 0→ K/H−1(Q)→ E → H0(Q)→ 0.
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Therefore, µ(K) < µ(K/H−1(Q)) and K/H−1(Q) ⊂ E ⇒ µ(K/H−1(Q)) <
µ(E), i.e. µ(K) < µ(E). If H−1(Q) = 0 then K ⊂ E and so the inequality
follows immediately.
Definition 3.2.6. Let E ∈ D(T× T̂) be an object such that ΦE : D(T)
∼→ D(T̂)
is an equivalence. By Theorem 2.4.7, we have χ(Ex, Ex) = 0 and hence ch(Ex) =
(a2,−ab`, b2) for two coprime integers a > 0 and b. By Theorem 2.5.11, we know
that (up to a shift) E is uniquely determined by the rational number s = b/a.
Now, by Theorem 3.1.10, we see that ΦE∨[1] : D(T̂)
∼→ D(T) descends to an
equivalence
ΦE[1] : AT(s`, t`)
∼→ AT̂(s
′`, t′`)
where ΦHE[1] exp(s` + it`) = λ exp(s
′` + it′`) for some s′, t′, λ ∈ Q. Therefore, we
can use the identification φL : T
∼→ T̂ ; x 7→ τ ∗xL⊗L∗ to define an autoequivalence
Φs := ΦE∨[1] ◦ φL : D(T)
∼→ D(T)
which descends to an equivalence Φ−s : As
∼→ As′ . In particular, an object
E ∈ As is µs,t-stable if and only if Φ−s(E) ∈ As′ is µs′,t′-stable. As usual, let Φ̂s
denote the inverse transform. Notice that the standard Fourier-Mukai transform
with kernel the Poincaré line bundle P is just Φ0 in this notation.
Lemma 3.2.7. Suppose Φ−s : A(s`, t`)
∼→ A(s′`, t′`) is the abelian equivalence
associated to E ∈ D(T× T̂) with ch(Ex) = (a2,−ab`, b2) and ch(Ex̂) = (a2, ac`, c2).
Then s′ = c/a, t′ = 1/(a2t) and λ = a2t2.
Proof By [Mac97, Lemma 1.4], the cohomological transform is given by
ΦHE∨ =
c2 −2ac a2cd −(ad+ bc) ab
d2 −2bd b2
 ⇒ ΦH−s = −
b2 −2ab a2bd −(ad+ bc) ac
d2 −2cd c2

where d ∈ Z is such that ad−bc = 1. Therefore, ΦH−s exp(s`+it`) = λ exp(s′`+it′`)
equates to
−
b2 −2ab a2bd −(ad+ bc) ac
d2 −2cd c2
 1b/a+ it
b2/a2 − t2 + i(2b/a)t
 = λ
 1s′ + it′
s′2 − t′2 + i2s′t′

⇒
 a2t2act2 + it
c2t2 − 1/a2 + i(2c/a)t
 = λ
 1s′ + it′




from which we can read off the values of s′, t′ and λ.
The main goal of this chapter is to find smooth projective varieties which
represent the moduli functors (from Schop to Set):
Ms,t(r, c`, χ) : Σ 7→
E ∈ D(T× Σ) :
Eσ ∈ As is µs,t-stable and
ch(Eσ) = (r, c`, χ)




where Σ is a noetherian scheme of finite-type over C, iσ : T × {σ} ↪→ T × Σ,
Eσ = i
∗
σE and E ∼ E ′ if there is a line bundle L on Σ such that E ∼= E ′ ⊗ π∗ΣL.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2.7
Φ−s :Ms,t(ch(E))
∼→Ms′,t′(ch(Φ−s(E)))
where we implicitly understand that we have pulled back the transform to include
Σ. More precisely, if Ms,t together with a universal object E representsMs,t then
Φ−s(Ms,t) together with Φ−s(E) representsMs′,t′ . Since the numerical invariants
determine the wall and chamber structure of Stab(D(T)), we expect to see special
behaviour when ch(E) = ch(Φ−s(E)).
Proposition 3.2.8. Suppose E ∈ D(T) with ch(E) = (r, c`, χ) satisfies
r > 0 and c− sr > 0.
Then E ∈ As is µs,t-semistable for all t  0 iff E is a shift of a eβ-twisted
semistable sheaf on T where β := s`. (See Definition 2.1.1 for the definition of
twisted-stability.)
Proof See [Bri08, Proposition 14.2].
In other words, for t very large we see that the functor Ms,t0(ch(E)) is
corepresented by the moduli space of twisted-semistable sheaves. That is, we
have a GIT construction and the moduli space is necessarily projective. Since t′
is always a multiple of 1/t, we can use Φ−s to get (for free) an analogous result
for small t:
Corollary 3.2.9. Φ−s :Ms,t1(ch(E))
∼→Ms′,t1(ch(Φ−s(E))). In particular,
Ms,t1(ch(E)) projective ⇒ Ms′,t1(ch(Φ−s(E))) projective.
Proof Follows from Theorem 2.3.6, Lemma 3.2.7 and Proposition 3.2.8.
We conclude this section with a couple of useful observations regarding s = 0:
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Lemma 3.2.10. Suppose E is a coherent sheaf on T. Then
i) E ∈ T0 and deg(E) = 2 implies E/tors(E) is µ-semistable,
ii) E ∈ F0 and deg(E) = 0 implies E is µ-semistable.
Proof i) Suppose there exists a µ-destabilising sequence 0→ A→ E/tors(E)→
B → 0 with µ(A) > µ(E) > µ(B). Then deg(B) < 2rk(B)/rk(E) < 2 which
implies deg(E) ≤ 0 but this is a contradiction since E ∈ T0 ⇒ µmin(E) > 0 ⇔
degmin(E) > 0.
ii) From definition of F0 we see that E cannot have any subsheaves of positive
slope.
3.3 Stable Objects
Some examples of µs,t-stable objects are provided by the following
Lemma 3.3.1. Let X ∈ Hilbn(T) and ODz(α) denote a line bundle of degree α
supported on the divisor Dz := τzDL. Then
(i) LmPx̂ is µs,t-stable in As for all m ∈ Z>0, t > 0 and s < m,
(ii) Lm[1]Px̂ is µs,t-stable in As for all m ∈ Z≤0, t > 0 and s ≥ m,
(iii) ODz(α)Pŷ is µt-stable in A0 for all t > 0,
(iv) LIXPx̂ is µs,t-stable in As for all t > 0 and 0 ≤ s < 1,
Proof Without loss of generality, let x̂ = ê = ŷ ∈ T̂.
(i). Suppose 0 → K → Lm → Q → 0 is a destabilising sequence for Lm
in As with ch(K) = (r, c`, χ). By Corollary 3.2.5, we see that K ∈ Ts is a
torsion-free sheaf with µ(K) < µ(Lm) ⇔ c < mr. Replacing K by one of its
Harder-Narasimhan factors, we can assume K is µ-semistable and so rχ ≤ c2 by
Bogomolov (Theorem 2.4.3). Thus, we have





= (m− s)(msr −mc+ χ− cs)
where m− s > 0 since Lm ∈ Ts. Now observe that
r(msr −mc+ χ− cs) = (rχ− c2) + (c− rs)(c− rm)
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where the first term is non-positive by Bogomolov and the second term is negative
since K ∈ Ts ⇒ c−rs > 0. Therefore, every factor K ′ of the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration of K has µs,t(K
′) < µs,t(L
m) and so K cannot destabilise Lm. (For an
alternative proof, see [AB09, Proposition 3.6].)
(ii). Follows in exactly the same way as i).
(iii). Suppose 0 → K → ODz(α) → Q → 0 is a destabilising sequence for
ODz(α) in A0 with ch(K) = (r, c`, χ). Taking cohomology, we get a long exact
sequence of objects in Coh(T)
0→ H−1(Q)→ K → ODz(α)→ H0(Q)→ 0.
If we factor the map K → ODz(α) through its image K/H−1(Q) then we see that
rk(K/H−1(Q)) = 0 which implies H0(Q) is a torsion sheaf. If we suppose that
H0(Q) is supported on a curve then, in terms of Chern characters, the sequence
reads
(r, (c− 1 + d)`, ∗)→ (r, c`, χ)→ (0, `, α− 1)→ (0, d`, ∗).
Then H−1(Q) ∈ F0 and K = H0(K) ∈ T0 imply d = 0 and c = 1. Therefore,
H0(Q) is supported on points and deg(Q) = deg(H0(Q))−deg(H−1(Q)) = 0, i.e.
Q has infinite µt-slope and no object can destabilise ODz(α).
(iv). A similar argument as for iii) proves the statement for s = 0. Thus,
it remains to consider 0 < s < 1. Observe that each wall is a semicircle with
centre on the s-axis and since LIX is µt-stable in A0 for all t > 0, no wall can
intersect the line s = 0. As above, if K is a µt-destabiliser for some t > 0
then by Corollary 3.2.5 we see that K ∈ Ts must be a torsion-free sheaf with
µ(K) < µ(LIX)⇔ c < r. Thus, we have
µs,t(K) ≥ µs,t(LIX)⇔ 0 < (r − c)t2 ≤ (c− r)s2 + χ(LIX)(rs− c) + χ(1− s).





, t = 0.
Since s > 0, we have χ < rχ(LIX) and the destabilising condition above reduces
to




⇔ 0 < s2 < χ(LIX) = 1− n⇔ n = 0,
i.e. we are in case i) which has already been proven.
For the rest of this section, we fix our Chern character to be (1, 2`, 4− n) for
some non-negative integer n and focus on the case when s = 0. That is, we aim
to give a precise set of µt-stable objects E ∈ A0 with these invariants. Before
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going on, let us make several observations. First of all, if E is a torsion-free sheaf
then by Lemma 2.4.1(b) E ∼= L2IXPx̂ for some X ∈ Hilbn(T) and we have the
following useful
Proposition 3.3.2. Let X ∈ Hilbn(T) for n ≥ 4. Then
L2IX is WIT1 ⇔ X is not collinear.
Proof See [Mac11, Corollary 7.2].
By Proposition 3.2.8 and Theorem 2.2.4, we know that Mt1(1, 2`, 4 − n) is
represented by the moduli space of stable sheaves which is projective. Thus, by
Proposition 3.3.2, we see that
Φ0 :Mt1(1, 2`, 4− n)
∼→Mt1(n− 4, 2`,−1)
provides a fine projective moduli space for Mt1(n− 4, 2`,−1) when n ≥ 4.
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4− n) is µt-stable for some
t > 0 and H−1(E) 6= 0. Then H−1(E) is locally-free and if H0(E) has torsion, it
is supported in dimension zero.
Proof Suppose, for a contradiction, that H−1(E) is not locally-free. We know
it is torsion-free since H−1(E) ∈ F0 and so the torsion sequence gives us the
following short exact sequence in A0
OZ → H−1(E)[1]→ H−1(E)∗∗[1].
Thus, we have an injection OZ ↪→ E in A0 which destabilises E for all t > 0;
contradiction.
Suppose H0(E) has torsion and define E ′ := ker(E → H0(E)/tors(H0(E))).
Then E ′ fits into the following diagram









That is, H−1(E ′) = H−1(E) is locally-free and H0(E ′) = tors(H0(E)) can only be
supported in dimension zero. Indeed, the fact that H−1(E) ∈ F0 and H0(E) ∈ T0
forces deg(H0(E)) = 2; if deg(H0(E)) = 4 then deg(H−1(E)) = 0 and H−1(E)[1]
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would destabilise E for all t > 0. Now, if H0(E) had torsion supported on
a curve then deg(tors(H0(E))) ≥ 2 which implies deg(H0(E)/tors(H0(E))) ≤ 0
contradicting the fact that H0(E) ∈ T0; unless H0(E) is torsion but then rk(E) =
rk(H0(E))− rk(H−1(E)) < 0 giving another contradiction.
Proposition 3.3.4. Suppose E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4− n) is µt-stable for
some t > 0. Then, either
1. E is a torsion-free sheaf, i.e. E = L2IXPx̂ for some X ∈ Hilbn(T) and
x̂ ∈ T̂, or
2. E is a sheaf with torsion, in which case, E = LIX′Px̂ n ODz(α)Pŷ where
X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T), 0 ≤ m < (n− 2)/2 and α := 4− n+m, or
3. E is a two-step complex with H−1(E) = L−1Px̂ and H0(E) a µ-stable
locally-free sheaf with ch(H0(E)) = (2, `, 0) only when n = 5.
Proof Throughout the proof, we suppress all twists. If E is a torsion-free sheaf
then E = L2IX for some X ∈ Hilbn(T); see Lemma 2.4.1(b).
If E is atomic and has torsion then it must be supported on a curve since
all torsion sheaves supported in dimension zero have infinite µt-slope and would
destabilise E for all t > 0. Let T ⊂ E be the torsion subsheaf of E and consider
0→ T → E → F → 0 where F is torsion-free and the Chern characters read
(0, d`, α− 1)→ (1, 2`, 4− n)→ (1, (2− d)`, 5− n− α) with d > 0.
F ∈ T0 implies d = 1 and so F ∼= LIX′ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T). By assumption,
there is a t > 0 such that µt(E) < µt(F )⇔ m < (n−2)/2 and t <
√
n− 2m− 2.
Notice that extensions of this kind exist since
χ(LIX′ ,OD(α)) = 1− n+m < −n/2 < 0⇒ dim Ext1(LIX′ ,OD(α)) 6= 0.
Now suppose H−1(E) 6= 0 with ch(H−1(E)) = (r, c`, χ) with r ≥ 1. Since
H0(E) ∈ T0 and H−1(E) ∈ F0 we are forced to have
ch(H0(E)) = (r + 1, (2 + c)`, 4− n+ χ) with − 2 < c ≤ 0.
If c = 0 then H−1(E)[1] has infinite µt-slope and destabilises E for all t > 0;
contradiction. Therefore, c = −1 and H−1(E) is µ-semistable. Indeed, if D
was a potential µ-destabilising object then deg(D) = 0 and the composite map
D[1] → H−1(E)[1] → E would destabilise E for all t > 0; contradiction. Thus,
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by Bogomolov, we have χ ≤ 1 and E is µt-stable for some t > 0 only if
µt(E) < µt(H
0(E)) ⇔ 0 < (2r + 1)t2 < 4− n+ 2χ ≤ 6− n ⇔ n < 6.
By Lemma 3.3.3, we know that if H0(E) has torsion then it must be supported in
dimension zero (on OZ , say) and since deg(H0(E)) = 2 we have that H0(E)/OZ
is µ-semistable by Lemma 3.2.10. By Bogomolov, we have χ ≤ n − 4 + |Z| and
E is µt-stable for some t > 0 if and only if
µt(E) < µt(H
0(E)/OZ)⇔ 0 < (2r+ 1)t2 < 4− n+ 2(χ− |Z|) ≤ n− 4⇔ n > 4.
Therefore, n = 5 and χ = 1 which forces r = 1 and |Z| = 0, i.e. H0(E) is
torsion-free. Now, the torsion sequence reduces to
0→ H0(E)→ H0(E)∗∗ → OY → 0
where H0(E)∗∗ is µ-semistable (Lemma 3.2.10) and ch(H0(E)∗∗) = (2, `, |Y |).
Thus, by Bogomolov, we have |Y | ≤ 1/2 which implies |Y | = 0 and H0(E) ∼=
H0(E)∗∗, i.e. H0(E) is in fact locally-free. It remains to show that H0(E) is
µ-stable. We know, a priori, that H0(E) is µ-semistable so suppose we have a
semi-destabilising sequence A → H0(E) → B with µ(A) ≥ 1 ≥ µ(B). Since
A is a proper subsheaf we must have rk(A) = 1 which implies deg(A) ≥ 2 and
hence deg(B) ≤ 0; contradicting the fact that H0(E) ∈ T0. The existence of such
two-step complexes is dealt with in Lemma 3.3.8.
Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose E ∈ A0 with deg(E) = 4 is a µt-stable sheaf for some
t > 0 and 0→ K → E → Q→ 0 is a destabilising sequence in A0. Then K must
be a sheaf with deg(K) = 2 and Q must be atomic, i.e. Q cannot be a two-step
complex.
Proof Taking cohomology of the destabilising sequence gives rise to a long exact
sequence in Coh(T)
0→ H−1(Q)→ K → E → H0(Q)→ 0
and we see that K must be a sheaf. Setting s = 0 in the generalized rank function,
we see that
0 < r0(K) ≤ r0(E)⇔ 0 < deg(K) ≤ 4.
However, if deg(K) = 4 then deg(Q) = 0 which implies µt(Q) =∞ and nothing
can destabilise E; contradiction. Therefore, deg(K) = 2. Replacing Q by one of
the sheaves in the associated graded object of a factor in its Harder-Narasimhan
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filtration, we can assume Q to be µt-stable for some t > 0. If either H
−1(Q) or
H0(Q) are zero then there is nothing to prove so suppose, for a contradiction, that
Q is a two-step complex, i.e. H−1(Q) 6= 0 and H0(Q) 6= 0. Then splitting the
long exact sequence via K/H−1(Q) ∈ T0 gives rise to two short exact sequences
in A0
0→ K/H−1(Q)→ E → H0(Q)→ 0, 0→ K → K/H−1(Q)→ H−1(Q)[1]→ 0.
Applying the same reasoning as above to the map K/H−1(Q) ↪→ E we see that
0 < deg(K/H−1(Q)) ≤ 4. However, if deg(K/H−1(Q)) = 4 then deg(H0(Q)) = 0
contradicting the fact that E ∈ T0. Thus we have deg(K/H−1(Q)) = 2 and
deg(H−1(Q)) = 0. But then 0 → H−1(Q)[1] → Q → H0(Q) → 0 destabilises Q
for all t > 0; contradiction. Therefore, Q must be an atomic object.
The µt-stability of L
2IXPx̂ is completely determined by the configuration of
X ∈ Hilbn(T):
Lemma 3.3.6. Let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T). Then the objects L2IX ∈ A0 are destabilised
by LIX′Px̂ for 0 ≤ m < (n−2)/2 and t ≤
√
n− 2m− 2 if and only if X contains
a collinear subscheme of colength m. If n 6= 5 and X does not contain a collinear
subscheme of colength m for 0 ≤ m < (n − 2)/2 then L2IX is µt-stable for all
t > 0; if n = 5, then L2IX is destabilised by a µ-stable locally-free sheaf K with
ch(K) = (2, `, 0) for t ≤ 1/
√
3 if and only if every collection of four points in
X contains a unique collinear length 3. For sufficiently general configurations of
points, L2IX is µt-stable for all t > 0.
Proof Recall, from the definition of collinearity, that there is a non-zero map
LIX′Px̂ → L2IX if and only if X contains a collinear subscheme of colength m.
Thus, the first claim follows immediately from the destabilising condition:











For the second claim, suppose X does not contain a collinear subscheme of
colength m for 0 ≤ m < (n − 2)/2 and we have a destabilising sequence K →
L2IX → Q in A0 with Q µt-stable for some t > 0. By Lemma 3.3.5, we see that K
must be a torsion-free sheaf of degree 2 and Q is atomic, i.e. Q = H0(Q) or Q =
H−1(Q)[1]. If Q is a sheaf then K ∼= LIX′Px̂ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) by Lemma
2.4.1(b) contradicting our assumption on collinear subschemes. Therefore, Q =
H−1(Q)[1] and Q is µ-semistable. Indeed, if D was a potential µ-destabilising
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object then deg(D) = 0 and the composite map D[1] → H−1(Q)[1] ∼→ Q would
destabilise Q for all t > 0; contradiction. Thus, by Bogomolov, we have χ(K) ≤ 0
and χ(H−1(Q)) ≤ 1. By additivity of the Euler characteristic, we have
χ(K) = χ(L2IX) + χ(H−1(Q)) ≤ 5− n.
Using both bounds for χ(K) we get




which implies n = 5 is the only possibility. Notice that this also forces χ(K) = 0
and χ(H−1(Q)) = 1 which in turn implies that rk(K) = 2. In other words, when
n = 5, the map K → L2IX is a surjection in Coh(T) and an injection in A0 with
quotient Q[1] = L−1[1] which (if it exists) destabilises L2IX for t ≤ 1/
√
3:
0→ K → L2IX → L−1[1]→ 0
(2, `, 0)→ (1, 2`,−1)→ (1,−`, 1)[1].
Applying the standard Fourier-Mukai transform to this sequence produces
0→ OD̂(−1)→ Φ(L
2IX)→ L̂→ 0
and [Mac11, Theorem 9.2] states that Φ0(L
2IX) has a torsion subsheaf of this
kind if and only if every collection of four points in X contains a unique collinear
length three. The fact that K is locally-free and µ-stable follows in exactly the
same way as Proposition 3.3.4(3).
Lemma 3.3.7. The objects E = LIX′Px̂ n ODz(α)Pŷ ∈ A0 can only be desta-
bilised by LIZPx̂ for some Z ∈ Hilbp(T) with m < p < (n − 2)/2 and t ≤√
n− 2p− 2. In particular, E is µt-stable for all
√
n− 2m− 4 < t <
√
n− 2m− 2.
Proof First of all, let us observe that E is destabilised by ODz(α)Px̂ for t ≥√
n− 2m− 2 and so we restrict our attention to t <
√
n− 2m− 2. Suppose
we have a destabilising sequence K → E → Q in A0 then by taking cohomol-
ogy, one sees that K ∈ T0 is a sheaf with tors(K) ⊂ tors(E) = ODz(α)Pŷ, i.e.
tors(K) = ODz(β)Px̂ for some β ≤ α. (K cannot have torsion supported on points
sinceODz(α)Pŷ is torsion-free on its support.) But this implies deg(K/tors(K)) ≤
0 contradicting the fact that K ∈ T0; unless K = ODz(β)Px̂ but this will
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never destabilise E in the specified range since β ≤ α ⇒ µt(ODz(β)Px̂) ≤
µt(ODz(α)Px̂). Hence K is torsion-free and µ-semistable (by Lemma 3.2.10).
If we factor the map K → E through its image K/H−1(Q) then we see that
K/H−1(Q) is torsion-free and so rk(K/H−1(Q)) = 1. Indeed, observe that
K/H−1(Q) → E is an injection in A0 and the same argument as for K goes
through unchanged. Therefore, K/H−1(Q) ∈ T0 and Hom(K/H−1(Q), LIX′) 6= 0
implies deg(K/H−1(Q)) = 2 and deg(H−1(Q)) = 0. Replacing K by one of the
sheaves in the associated graded object of a factor in its Harder-Narasimhan fil-
tration, we can assume K to be µt-stable with maximal µt-slope. But since K →
K/H−1(Q)→ H−1(Q)[1] is a short exact sequence in A0 with µt(K/H−1(Q)) <
µt(H
−1(Q)) =∞, we must have µt(K) < µt(K/H−1(Q)); contradicting the max-
imality of K. Therefore, Q = H0(Q) and so K ∼= LIZPx̂ for some Z ∈ Hilbp(T)
by Lemma 2.4.1(b) which only destabilises E for m < p < (n − 2)/2 and
t2 ≤ n− 2m− 4.
Lemma 3.3.8. The two-step complexes E ∈ A0 with H−1(E) = L−1Px̂ and
H0(E) a µ-stable locally-free sheaf with ch(H0(E)) = (2, `, 0) (which only happens
when n = 5) are µt-stable for all 0 < t < 1/
√
3.
Proof Using the fact that Φ0(L
−1Px̂) = L̂P−x[−1] (see [Muk81] or [Mac11]) and
Φ0(H
0(E)) ∼= OD̂x(−1)Py for some x, y ∈ T, the spectral sequence Φ
p(Hq(E))⇒
Φp+q(E) reduces to the following short exact sequence in A0
0→ L̂P−x → Φ(E)→ OD̂x(−1)Py → 0.
Therefore, Φ(E) ∈ T0 is a sheaf. To see that it is torsion-free, observe that
any torsion must be supported on D̂x of degree less than −1 (since OD̂x(−1)Py
is Gieseker-stable and L̂P−x is torsion-free); but this contradicts Bogomolov on
Φ(E)/tors(E). In other words, Φ(E) ∼= L̂2IX̂Pz for some X̂ ∈ Hilb
5(T̂) and
z ∈ T by Lemma 2.4.1(b). We know these objects are µt-stable for t >
√
3
by Lemma 3.3.6 and so we can conclude that E is µt-stable for 0 < t < 1/
√
3




As a summary of the previous lemmas, we have the following
Theorem 3.3.9. The objects E ∈ A0 with numerical invariants
ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4− n)
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that are µt-stable for some t > 0 are either
(a) L2IXPx̂ for some X ∈ Hilbn(T) and x̂ ∈ T̂, or
(b) LIX′Px̂nODz(α)Pŷ where X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T), m < (n−2)/2 and α := 4−n+m,
or
(c) E := E−1
f→ E0 where H−1(E) = ker(f) = L−1Px̂ and H0(E) = coker(f)
is a µ-stable locally-free sheaf with ch(H0(E)) = (2, `, 0) only when n = 5.
Moreover, if E is an object of type (a) and E is not µt-stable for some t > 0,
then E is destabilised by LIX′Pŷ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) with m < (n−2)/2 and
t ≤
√
n− 2m− 2 if and only if X contains a collinear subscheme of colength m; if
n = 5 then there is a rank two destabiliser if and only if the configuration of X is
very specific. Sufficiently general configurations are µt-stable for all t > 0. If E is
an object of type (b) then (generically) they are µt-stable for all t <
√
n− 2m− 2
but a small (codim ≥ 2) subvariety of these extensions are destabilised by LIZ
for some Z ∈ Hilbp(T) with m < p < (n − 2)/2 and 0 < t ≤
√
n− 2p− 2; of
course, the extension itself is unstable for all t ≥
√
n− 2m− 2. If E is an object
of type (c) then E is in fact µt-stable for all 0 < t < 1/
√
3; for t ≥ 1/
√
3, E is
destabilised by its own cohomology.
In terms of moduli functors and walls, we can rephrase this as
Corollary 3.3.10. In the one-parameter family of stability conditions (A0, µt),
the moduli functor Mt(1, 2`, 4− n) has b(n− 1)/2c walls for all n ∈ Z≥0 except
for n = 5 when there is an extra wall. The highest wall is at
√
n− 2 and, except
for n = 5, the lowest is at
√
1 + (n+ 1 mod 2).
We can extend this result to (As, µt) for 0 < s < 2 using the following
observation. Suppose E ∈ As with ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4 − n) is µs,t-stable for some
t > 0, 0 < s < 2 and we have a destabilising sequence K → E → Q in As
with ch(K) = (r, c`, χ). If K is supported in codimension two then E would
destabilised by K for all t > 0; contradiction. Therefore K is supported in
codimension ≤ 1 and rs(K) > 0. In particular,
0 < rs(K) ≤ rs(E) ⇔ 0 < deg(K)− 2srk(K) ≤ deg(E)− 2srk(E)
⇔ 2srk(K) < deg(K) ≤ deg(E) + 2s(rk(K)− rk(E))
i.e. sr < c ≤ 2 + s(r − 1) < 2r since s < 2.
The destabilising condition is given by
µs,t(K) ≥ µs,t(E)⇔ 0 < (2r− c)t2 ≤ (c− 2r)s2− (χ+ r(n− 4))s+ 2χ+ c(n− 4).
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Completing the square shows us that the centre of the semicircle is
s = −χ+ r(n− 4)
2(2r − c)
, t = 0.
Suppose that the centre lies on the positive s-axis between 0 and 2. Then we
have
0 < −χ+ r(n− 4)
2(2r − c)
< 2⇔ χ < −r(n− 4) since c− 2r < 0.
But now the destabilising condition reduces to
0 < (2r − c)t2 ≤ (c− 2r)s2 − (χ+ r(n− 4))s+ 2χ+ c(n− 4)
= (c− 2r)s2 + χ(2− s) + (n− 4)(c− sr)
< (c− 2r)s2 − r(n− 4)(2− s) + (n− 4)(c− sr)
using χ < −r(n− 4)
= (c− 2r)s2 + (n− 4)(c− 2r)
which is impossible for n ≥ 4 (since c < 2r). Thus, we have
Proposition 3.3.11. For all n ≥ 4, the only walls associated to the Chern char-
acter (1, 2`, 4 − n) in the region 0 ≤ s < 2 are those which intersect the line
s = 0.
Remark 3.3.12. Let ι : T ∼→ ∆ ⊂ T×T be the diagonal embedding of T. Then
ι∗L
m is the Fourier-Mukai kernel corresponding to the (trivial) automorphism of
twisting by Lm. In our notation, this kernel gives rise to an equivalence
Φι∗Lm : As
∼→ As+m for all s ∈ Q.
That is, twisting by Lm just translates the wall and chamber structure m units
to the right. In particular, by Lemma 3.3.1(iv) we know that LIX is µs,t-stable
for all t > 0 and 0 ≤ s < 1. Therefore, we see that L2IX is µs,t-stable for all
t > 0 and 1 ≤ s < 2, i.e. there are no walls for L2IX in the region 1 ≤ s < 2 for
any X ∈ Hilbn(T). Similarly, by Lemma 3.3.1(i) we see that there are no walls
for Lm in the whole of the (s, t)-plane.
3.4 Flat Families
This section and the next borrow heavily from the ideas of [ABL07, Sections 4 &
5].
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By Proposition 3.2.8 and Corollary 3.3.10, we see that for t >
√
n− 2, the
moduli functor Mt(1, 2`, 4 − n) is represented by the moduli space of Gieseker-
stable sheaves on T of the form L2IXPx̂ for some X ∈ Hilbn(T) and x̂ ∈ T̂. As t
crosses the critical values
tm =
√
n− 2m− 2 where 0 ≤ m < n− 2
2
the µt-stability changes. More precisely, the moduli space M undergoes a bi-
rational surgery known as a Mukai flop; see section 3.5. The critical values tm
correspond to the cases where X contains a collinear subscheme of colength m.
Let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) and α := 4−n+m. The goal of this section is to produce
flat families of objects in A0 parametrising extensions of the form:
0→ LIX′Px̂ → E → ODz(α)Pŷ → 0
and
0→ ODz(α)Pŷ → F → LIX′Px̂ → 0
which are exchanged under wall-crossing.
Definition 3.4.1. Let Σ be a smooth quasi-projective scheme. An object EΣ ∈
D(T× Σ) is a family of objects in D(T) parametrised by Σ.
Definition 3.4.2. A family EΣ is a flat family of objects in A0 if the (derived)
restriction to the fibres:
Eσ := i∗T×{σ}EΣ
are objects of A0 for all closed points σ ∈ Σ (via the isomorphism T×{σ} ∼= T).
Remark 3.4.3. Notice that LIX′Px̂,ODzPŷ ∈ A0 ∩ Coh(T) and so we can use
the classical notion of a flat family, i.e. a Σ-flat sheaf E ∈ Coh(T× Σ).
Definition 3.4.4. Let Hilbn(T) be the Hilbert scheme of length n subschemes
of T. If Z ⊂ T is a finite subscheme of length n, we shall abuse notation and
denote the corresponding point in Hilbn(T) by Z as well. More precisely, Hilbn(T)
represents the Hilbert functor Schop → Set
HilbnT : Σ 7→
{
Z ⊂ T× Σ
closed subscheme
∣∣∣∣ Z is flat over Σ andPσ(Z) = n for all σ ∈ Σ
}
where Pσ(Z)(m) := χ(OZσ(m)) = χ(OZσ ⊗OZ π∗T(Lm)); see [HL10, Theorem
2.2.4]. In particular, this means there is a universal subscheme Z ⊂ T×Hilbn(T),
i.e. for every Z ⊂ T×Σ which is Σ-flat with dimH0(Z,OZ) = n there is a unique
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morphism fZ : Σ → Hilbn(T) such that Z = (idT × fZ)−1(Z). The underlying
set of Z is given by
Z := {(X,Z) : X ∈ Z}.
Example 3.4.5. Torsion-free sheaves with Chern character (1, `, 1 − m) move
in a moduli of dimension 2 + 2m. Let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) and consider the sheaf
L̃IX′ → T× (Hilbm(T)× T̂) given by
L̃IX′ := π∗1L⊗ π∗12IZ ⊗ π∗13P ,
where P is the Poincaré line bundle over T× T̂, πi and πij are the projections to
the ith and ijth factors respectively and IZ is the ideal sheaf of the tautological
universal subscheme Z ⊂ T × Hilbn(T). The existence of such a family is guar-
anteed by Corollary 2.2.4 and the universal properties of P and Z ensure that
L̃IX′ is also a universal family of objects in A0 ∩ Coh(T).
Example 3.4.6. Pure sheaves with Chern character (0, `, α−1) move in a moduli
of dimension 4. Recall that ODz(1) denotes a degree one line bundle supported
on the divisor Dz := τzDL ∈ |LP−ẑ|. Without loss of generality we may assume
that e ∈ Dz and hence x ∈ τxDz for all x ∈ T. Thus, we can use the same idea
as for the Hilbert scheme to define:
D :=
{
(x, y) ∈ T× T | x ∈ τyDz
}
.
This is a universal subscheme in T × T and the diagonal ∆ ⊂ D makes sense
because of our initial assumption. Setting K := ker(OD → O∆) we get a short
exact sequence
0→ K → OD → O∆ → 0
which on the fibres T× {y} reads
0→ ODz(−1)→ ODz+y → Oy → 0.
Consider the sheaf ÕDz(α)→ T× (T× T̂) given by
ÕDz(α) :=

π∗12K ⊗ π∗13P ⊗ π∗1Lm when α = 2m− 1, m ∈ Z
π∗12OD ⊗ π∗13P ⊗ π∗1Lm when α = 2m, m ∈ Z.
Then by the universal properties of D and P , we see that ÕDz(α) is a universal
family of objects in A0 ∩ Coh(T).
The family of extensions that we are interested in are supported on projective
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bundles:
Lemma 3.4.7. Let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) and set α := 4− n+m. Then for n > 2 and
m < (n− 2)/2
ExtiT (ODz(α)Pŷ, LIX′Px̂) = 0 for i = 0, 2.
Proof. We have Ext0T (ODz(α)Pŷ, LIX′Px̂) ∼= HomA0(ODz(α)Pŷ, LIX′Px̂) and since
A0 is t-invariant, we may conclude that this is zero if we can find a value of t > 0
such that ODz(α)Pŷ, LIX′Px̂ are both µt-stable and µt(ODz(α)Pŷ) > µt(LIX′Px̂).
But ODz(α)Pŷ and LIX′Px̂ are µt-stable in A0 for all t > 0 (Lemma 3.3.1) and
µt(ODz(α)Pŷ) > µt(LIX′Px̂)⇔ t >
√
n− 2m− 2 > 0.
Similarly, we see that Ext2T (ODz(α)Pŷ, LIX′Px̂) ∼= Ext0A0 (LIX′Px̂,ODz(α)Pŷ)
∗
is equivalent to maps in A0 between the same objects but in the other direction.
The same argument shows that, under the assumptions, we can always find a
t > 0 such that µt(LIX′Px̂) > µt(ODz(α)Pŷ).
Lemma 3.4.8 (Universal Extension). Let F1, F2 be coherent OT-modules and let
E = Ext1(F2, F1). Since elements ξ ∈ E correspond to extensions
0→ F1 → Fξ → F2 → 0,
the space Σ = P(E∨) parametrizes all non-split extensions of F2 by F1 up to
scalars.
Moreover, there exists a universal extension
0→ p∗F1 ⊗ q∗OΣ(1)→ F → p∗F2 → 0
on the product T × Σ (with projections p and q to T and Σ, respectively), such
that for each rational point [ξ] ∈ E, the fibre Fξ is isomorphic to Fξ.
Proof See [HL10, Example 2.1.12].
The objects of the extensions that we are interested in are not rigid but move
in moduli of their own. Nevertheless, we can still mimic the construction above
to get
Proposition 3.4.9. Let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) and set α := 4 − n + m. Then the
projective bundle (Lemma 3.4.7)






supports a universal family Em (on T× Pm) of extensions of objects in A0 of the
form
0→ LIX′Px̂ → E → ODz(α)Pŷ → 0.
The dual projective bundle P∨m supports a universal family Fm of extensions of
the form
0→ ODz(α)Pŷ → F → LIX′Px̂ → 0.

















T× (Hilbm(T)× T̂) T× (T× T̂)
Then, by Lemma 3.4.8, there is a universal extension on T× Pm given by
0→ ρ∗L̃IX′123 ⊗ p∗OPm(1)→ Em → ρ∗ÕDz(α)145 → 0 (†)
where L̃IX′123, ÕDz(α)145 are the pull-backs of L̃IX′ , ÕDz(α) via the projections
π123, π145 respectively. This universal extension has the property that each
i∗T×ε(†) : 0→ LIX′Px̂ → E → ODz(α)Pŷ → 0







Similarly, there is a universal extension on T× P∨m given by
0→ (ρ∨)∗ ÕDz(α)145 ⊗ (p
∨)




where ρ∨ : T× P∨m → T× ((Hilbm(T)× T̂)× (T× T̂)) and p∨ : T× P∨m → P∨m are
the projections.
Example 3.4.10. The moduli space of Gieseker-stable sheaves with Chern char-
acter (1, 2`, 4 − n) is represented by Hilbn(T) × T̂ ([Muk84, Theorem 0.3]) and
the universal family of coherent sheaves U → T × (Hilbn(T) × T̂) which realises
this is given by
U := π∗1L2 ⊗ π∗12IZ ⊗ π∗13P .
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In general, we would like to conclude that, away from the set of critical values
{tm}, there is a fine moduli space Mt representing the functor Mt. As we have
just established, there is a universal sheaf Ut on T ×Mt which realises this for
t >
√
n− 2. In the next section, we try to keep track of this universal sheaf as t
crosses the critical values and the relevant surgeries are performed.
3.5 Wall Crossing
In the remarkable [Muk84], Mukai proves that moduli spacesM =MS(r, c1, ch2)
of µ-stable coherent sheaves on an abelian (or K3) surface S are symplectic. More
precisely, there is a skew-symmetric, non-degenerate bilinear form on the tangent
bundle coming from Serre duality




In the same paper, Mukai goes on to prove the following
Theorem 3.5.1. Let M be a symplectic variety, and let P be a Pn-bundle con-
tained in M in codimension n ≥ 2. Then there is a birational map, denoted
elmP : M 99K M′, called the elementary transformation along P , with the fol-
lowing properties:
1) M′ contains the dual Pn bundle P ′ of P and has a symplectic structure ω′
which coincides with ω outside of P ′, and
2) elmP is the composite of the blowing up α
−1 : M 99K M̃ along P and the
blowing down of the exceptional divisor D := α−1(P ) onto P ′.
Proof See [Muk84, Theorem 0.7].
In Proposition 3.4.9, we showed that the extensions which became µt-unstable,
after crossing a critical value, were supported on projective bundles. If we can
show that these bundles live in codimension ≥ 2 then Theorem 3.5.1 provides a
way of excising the bundle supporting the unstable extensions and gluing in the
dual bundle, which we know supports stable extensions for that range of t.
Lemma 3.5.2. The projective bundles Pm (of Proposition 3.4.9), which support
the universal families of extensions 0→ LIX′Px̂ → E → ODz(α)Pŷ → 0, satisfy
the necessary condition for a Mukai flop when n ≥ 4; namely
fibre dimension = codim(Pm) ≥ 2.
Proof. As usual, let X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) with m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , < (n − 2)/2 and set




E Mt(1, 2`, 4− n) 2 + 2n
LIX′Px̂ Mt(1, `, 1−m) 2 + 2m
ODz(α)Pŷ Mt(0, `, α− 1) 4
fibre P(Ext1(ODz(α)Px̂, LIX′Pŷ)) n−m− 2
Pm “LIX′Px̂ +ODz(α)Pŷ + fibre” 4 + n+m
Therefore, we have
fibre dimension = n−m− 2 = codim(Pm)
and the necessary condition is satisfied when n−m ≥ 4⇔ n ≥ 4. Indeed, when




= k − 1⇒ m ≤ k − 2⇒ n−m ≥ 2k + (2− k) = k + 2 ≥ 4⇔ k ≥ 2.
We know that k = 0, 1 corresponds to L,L2IQ respectively (where Q ∈ Hilb2(T))






⇒ m ≤ k−1⇒ n−m ≥ 2k+1+(1−k) = k+2 ≥ 4⇔ k ≥ 2.
The cases k = 0, 1 correspond to L2IP , L2IY respectively (where P ∈ Hilb1(T)
and Y ∈ Hilb3(T)); L2IP is µt-stable for all t > 0 but L2IY is destabilised by L
when t ≤ 1 if and only if Y is collinear. See section 4.1.4 for more details.
Remark 3.5.3. Notice that for collinear Y , the appropriate surgery on Mt as
t passes over the critical value (t = 1) is a codimension 1 operation; this will be
dealt with as a special case in section 4.1.4.
Tying in with the theme of preservation of stability, we have the following
Corollary 3.5.4. Let n ≥ 4 and X ∈ Hilbn(T) be generic. Then L2IX is a
µ-stable ΦP-WIT1 sheaf with µ-stable transform.
Proof By Lemma 3.5.2, we see that every wall on the line s = 0 has codimension
at least one. In particular, for sufficiently generic configurations of X ∈ Hilbn(T),
the sheaves L2IX will not be affected by any walls. Therefore, the stability cannot
change. The fact that L2IX is WIT1 follows from Proposition 3.3.2.
In order to show that there is a fine moduli space Mt representingMt for all
values of t away from the critical set {tm} we proceed in exactly the same way
as the proof of [ABL07, Theorem 5.1], modifying the details to our setting as we
go. Rather than regurgitate their proof here, we will provide the following
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Summary 3.5.5. As already observed, the moduli space Mt(1, 2`, 4 − n) for
t > t0 =
√
n− 2 is the “classical” moduli space of Gieseker-stable sheaves of the
form L2IXPx̂ for some X ∈ Hilbn(T) and x̂ ∈ T̂. By Example 3.4.10, we have
an explicit universal sheaf Ut0+ε which realises M0 := Mt0+ε = Hilbn(T) × T̂ as
a fine moduli space. The proof now tracks this sheaf through the elementary
modification along P0 to produce a new object in U ′ ∈ D(T×M′). Remarkably,
U ′ is in fact a universal sheaf which together withM′ agrees with (Mt0−ε,Ut0−ε),
i.e. we have constructed a fine moduli space M1 := Mt0−ε. Using induction, we
can show this is indeed the case around each critical value:














































































  // T×M′tm−ε T×Mtm+ε





Remark 3.5.6. The main difference in our version of the proof is that we do not
require [ABL07, Lemma 5.4]. This is somewhat reassuring given that we expect
the Lemma is generally false in our situation. In fact, following discussions with
Aaron Bertram, we realised that they do not need it for their proof of [ABL07,
Theorem 5.1] either(!). The issue is that we cannot hope to find an isomorphism
between U|T×Pm and Em since Utm+ε and Utm+ε⊗LMtm+ε give equivalent universal
families for any line bundle LMtm+ε on Mtm+ε. But we can find an explicit







)∗ IZ ⊗ π∗34P
where φL : T
∼→ T̂ is the identification given by the polarization L.
Curiously, we can prove an analogue of [ABL07, Lemma 5.4] when n = 4:




Pic (Mt(1, 2`, 4− n)) Pic(P0)/Pic((Hilbm(T)× T̂)× (T× T̂)) ∼= Z.
Proof Recall for n = 4 there is only one wall at t0 =
√
2 corresponding to
Z ⊂ Dv being collinear. For all t > t0, we know that E ∈ Mt is torsion-free
and µt-stable (Theorem 3.3.9). That is, E = L
2IZPx̂ for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T) and
x̂ ∈ T̂. The Fourier-Mukai transform of such objects is completely understood;
see [Mac11, Section 8]. In particular, for Z ⊂ Dv and σ :=
∑
Z the Mukai
spectral sequence reduces to
0→ LP−v̂ → L2I−Z → OD−vP2v̂−σ̂ → 0
which lies in the fibre of P0 over (−v̂,−v, 2v̂ − σ̂) ∈ T̂× T× T̂.
Recall that sheaves of the form L2IZ naturally sit inside the twisted structure
sequence 0 → L2IZ → L2 → OZ → 0 which under the standard Fourier-Mukai
transform becomes
0→ Φ0(L2IZ)→ L̂2
f→ HZ → Φ1(L2IZ)→ 0.
Taking determinants, we see that
[det(f)] ∈ PHom(det(L̂2), det(HZ)) ∼= PH0(L̂2Pσ) ∼= PΦ0(L̂2)σ =: P(̂̂L2)σ
by semicontinuity. Therefore, we have a natural map:
π :Mt≥√2(1, 2`, 0)→ |L̂2Pσ| ; L2IZ 7→ [det(f)]








  // T
This map is defined regardless of whether Z is collinear or not. However, if Z ⊂
Dv is collinear, then the map L
2I−Z 7→ P(̂̂L2)−σ factors through (P0)(−v̂,−v,2v̂−σ̂)
for some v ∈ T. That is, we have an inclusion on the fibres
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Pic(P0)/Pic(T̂× T× T̂) ∼= Z.
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
The isomorphism with Z follows from the fact that P0 is a projective bundle over
T̂ × T × T̂. Surjectivity follows since the line bundle π∗O
P(̂̂L2)−σ(1) = π∗OP3(1)
carries over to a line bundle onMt (across the Mukai flop at t =
√
2), which agrees
with π∗O(P0)(−v̂,−v,2v̂−σ̂)(1) = π
∗OP2(1) and so this line bundle onMt generates the
relative Picard group of P0 over T̂× T× T̂.
We have the following analogue of [ABL07, Theorem 5.1]
Theorem 3.5.8. Let (T, L) be an irreducible principally polarized abelian surface
with Pic(T) = Z[`] and consider objects E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (1, 2`, 4−n) where
n ∈ Z≥0 and E is µt-stable for some t > 0. Then we have a set of critical values:{
tm =
√




away from which, there is a smooth proper moduli space
Mt :=Mt(1, 2`, 4− n)
which together with a suitable coherent sheaf Ut on T×Mt represents the functor:
isomorphism classes of flat families of µt-stable objects in A0.
Moreover, if X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) and α := 4 − n + m then there are flat families
of objects in A0 parameterising extensions of the form
0→ LIX′Px̂ → E → ODz(α)Pŷ → 0 (∗)
and
0→ ODz(α)Pŷ → F → LIX′Px̂ → 0 (∗∗)
which are exchanged under the wall-crossing. In particular, these families are
supported by projective bundles Pm and P∨m respectively, where





For t > tm, the µt-stable objects are given by extensions (∗) and for t < tm by
extensions (∗∗); Serre duality exchanges these under a Mukai flop
P∨m ⊂Mtm−ε L99Mtm+ε ⊃ Pm.
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We have an extra critical value at t = 1/
√
3 if and only if n = 5. In this case,




→ E → L−1Px̂[1] → 0 are replaced




→ 0 and the
relevant projective bundle P is given by
P→ T× (T× T̂) with fibres P(Ext1A0(L
−1Px̂[1],Φ0(OD̂z(−1)Py)).
3.6 Projectivity
If we number the walls i = 0, . . . , d = b(n− 3)/2c from the greatest t downwards
then we have b(n + 1)/2c potential moduli spaces Mi, with M0 = Hilbn(T) × T̂
(and analogously for n = 5):
0
td td−1 t1 t0
Md+1 Md ··· M1 M0
//• • • • t
Theorem 3.6.1. For any t > 0, the moduli space of µt-stable objects in A0 with
Chern character (1, 2`, 4 − n) is a smooth complex projective variety for each
non-negative integer n.
Proof. The fact that the Mi are fine moduli spaces given by smooth varieties
follows from Theorem 3.5.8. Notice when n = 0, 1 or 2 there are no walls and
hence one moduli space which is evidently projective. The case n = 3 will be
dealt with as a special case in Theorem 4.1.4 below but for this section, we will
assume that n ≥ 4. In which case, objects in Φ0(Md+1) = Mtt0(n−4, 2`,−1) are
represented by sheaves and so Md+1 is projective; see Corollary 3.2.9, Proposition
3.3.2 and the comments which follow. To show that the other spaces Mi are
projective we observe that (for n ≥ 4) each chamber intersects the the real line
and close to the real line we can find a suitable Fourier-Mukai transform which
sends stable objects to ideal sheaves, therefore identifying the moduli space with
the Hilbert scheme.
More precisely, Proposition 3.3.11 tells us that the only walls in the region
0 ≤ s < 2 are those which intersect the line s = 0. In particular, every destabiliser
(apart from n = 5) is of the form LIX′ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) with m < n/2−1












− (n− 2m− 2) = 0.
One can observe that these semicircles all satisfy 0 < (centre + radius) ≤ 1 with
equality precisely when m = 0. In other words, there are no walls in the region
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1 < s < 2 and every semicircle intersects the line t = 0 for some s ∈ (0, 1]. For




Wall and chamber structure for n = 10.
The semicircles are nested and intersect the s-axis in distinct points. Thus, for
each moduli space Mi we can always find a rational number s ∈ Q which lies




Sliding down the wall.
Now, by Corollary 3.2.9, we can use the Fourier-Mukai transform Φ−s to
identify Ms,t1(1, 2`, 4 − n) with Ms′,t1(ΦH−s(1, 2`, 4 − n)) which is projective
by Proposition 3.2.8. The Chern character (1, 2`, 4 − n) is primitive and so by
Corollary 2.2.4 we know that Ms′,t1(Φ
H
−s(1, 2`, 4− n)) is a fine moduli space of
torsion-free sheaves provided it is not empty. This is taken care of in Proposition
3.6.2.
Proposition 3.6.2. Let 0 < s < 1 be a rational number. If n ≥ 4 there is some
X ∈ Hilbn(T) such that Φ−s(L2IX) is a torsion-free sheaf in As′ = Φ−s(As).
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Proof Let X ∈ Hilbn(T) be such that it does not contain a collinear subscheme
of colength m for 0 ≤ m < n/2−1. Suppose for a contradiction that Φ−1−s(L2IX) 6=
0 and consider the natural short exact sequence in As′
0→ Φ−1−s(L2IX)[1]→ Φ−s(L2IX)→ Φ0−s(L2IX)→ 0.
Applying the inverse transform yields a short exact sequence in As
0→ Φ̂−s(Φ−1−s(L2IX)[1])→ L2IX → Φ̂−s(Φ0−s(L2IX))→ 0
from which we can see that K := Φ̂−s(Φ
−1
−s(L
2IX)[1]) ∈ Ts is a (shifted) WIT−1
torsion-free sheaf. Thus, if ch(K) = (r, c`, χ) and ch(Ex) = (a2,−ab`, b2) with
s = b/a then
0 < χ(KEx) = a2χ+ b2r − 2cab
< a2χ+ b2r − 2srab since K ∈ Ts ⇒ c > sr
= a2χ− b2r ⇒ χ > s2r.
Also, by Corollary 3.2.5, we have µ(K) < µ(L2IX)⇔ c < 2r. Now, the destabil-
ising condition for K ↪→ L2IX in As is given by
µt(K) ≥ µt(L2IX)⇔ 0 < (2r − c)t2 ≤ (c− 2r)s2 + χ(2− s) + (n− 4)(c− sr).
But the above inequalities tell us that
(c− 2r)s2 + χ(2− s) + (n− 4)(c− sr) > (sr − 2r)s2 + s2r(2− s) = 0,
i.e. K destabilises L2IX for some t > 0 and 0 < s < 1. By Theorem 3.3.9,
we see that K must be of the form LIX′ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T) with m <
(n − 2)/2; unless n = 5, in which case we just choose s > 1/3. In particular,
K is a destabiliser if and only if X contains a collinear subscheme of colength
m; contradiction. Therefore, Φ−s(L
2IX) is a µs′,t-stable sheaf for all t  1 and
hence must be torsion-free by Proposition 3.2.8.
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Chapter 4
Wall and Chamber Structure
Computations
4.1 Examples
Let us now consider the low values of n in more detail. For convenience, let us
recall the destabilising condition for L2IX . That is, if K ↪→ L2IX in As for some
X ∈ Hilbn(T) and s ∈ Q then
µs,t(K) ≥ µs,t(L2IX)⇔ 0 < (2r−c)t2 ≤ (c−2r)s2 +((4−n)r−χ)s+2χ−(4−n)c
where c < 2r by Corollary 3.2.5 and the corresponding semicircle has
centre =
(







(centre− 2)2 − n.
Notice that the radius is positive whenever centre < 2−
√
n or centre > 2 +
√
n
but this last inequality can never be satisfied since L2IX ∈ Ts ⇒ s < 2 and
Hom(K,L2IX) 6= 0 by assumption. By Lemma 3.3.1(iv) and Remark 3.3.12 we
see that there are no walls for L2IX in the region 1 ≤ s < 2 for any X ∈ Hilbn(T).
Therefore, no semicircle can intersect the line s = 1 and we must have
centre± radius ≤ 1 ⇔ centre±
√
(centre− 2)2 − n ≤ 1
⇔ (centre− 2)2 − n ≤ (1− centre)2
⇔ (3− n)/2 ≤ centre.
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In other words, the centre of any potential wall is confined to lie between
3− n
2
≤ centre < 2−
√
n.
4.1.1 n = 0
By Lemma 3.3.1(i) and Remark 3.3.12 we see that there are no walls in the whole
of the (s, t)-plane.
4.1.2 n = 1
Let (P, x̂) ∈ Hilb1(T) × T̂. Plugging n = 1 into the formulae above, we see that
any wall must satisfy 1 ≤ centre < 1; contradiction. Therefore, there are no walls
for L2IP in the whole (s, t)-plane for any P ∈ Hilb1(T).
4.1.3 n = 2
Let (Q, x̂) ∈ Hilb2(T) × T̂. Following [Mac11, Proposition 6.3], we see that the
Mukai spectral sequence for L2IQ gives rise to the following short exact sequence
in As for 0 ≤ s < 1
0→ Φ̂0(HQL−1)→ L2I−Q → Px̂[1]→ 0
where x =
∑
Q and Φ̂0(HQL−1) is a µ-semistable bundle with ch(Φ̂0(HQL−1)) =
(2, 2`, 2). Since Φ̂0(HQL−1) and Px̂ are WIT−1 and WIT1 respectively, we can
use Theorem 2.5.7 to see that
HomAs(Φ̂0(HQL−1),Px̂[1]) ∼= Ext1T(Φ̂0(HQL−1),Px̂) ∼= Ext−1T (HQL−1,O−x̂) = 0
and
HomAs(Px̂[1], Φ̂0(HQL−1) ∼= Ext−1T (Px̂, Φ̂0(HQL−1)) = 0.
Also, we can observe that dimM(1, 2`, 2) = 2+v(E)2 = 6 and Φ̂0(HQL−1) moves
in a 4-dimensional family whilst Px̂[1] moves in a 2-dimensional family, i.e. this
is a codimension zero wall with (centre, radius) = (1/2, 1/2).
Now, consider the composite Fourier-Mukai transform
Ψ := Φ̂0 ◦ L−2 ◦ Φ0 ◦ L−4 : D(T)
∼→ D(T)
where we implicitly understand that Lm represents the Fourier-Mukai transform
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corresponding to twisting by Lm. Using the fact that
ΦH0 =
0 0 10 −1 0
1 0 0
 and ΦHι∗Lm =





49 −28 428 −15 2
16 −8 1
 ⇒ ch(Ψ(L2IQ)) = ch(L2IQ).
Lemma 4.1.1. Let Ki := Ψ(Ki−1) with K0 := Φ̂0(HQL−1) and Qi := Ψ(Qi−1)
with Q0 := Px̂. Then Ki and Qi are Ψ-IT0 for all i ≥ 1.
Proof Observe that K0 is a semi-rigid object, i.e. χ(K0, K0) = 0. By Theorem
2.4.7, we see that K0 gives rise to a Fourier-Mukai transform with kernel K (say)
such that K0 = Kx := ΦK(Ox). Let E be the kernel corresponding to the Fourier-
Mukai transform Ψ defined above, i.e. Ψ := ΦE . Then
K1 := Ψ(K0) = ΨE(ΦK(Ox)) = (ΨE ◦ ΦK)(Ox) = Fx
where F is the composite Fourier-Mukai kernel given by Proposition 2.3.3. By
Proposition 2.5.11, K1 = Fx is a µ-stable vector bundle and χ(K1) > 0 implies
K1 is either IT0 or IT2. But deg(K1) > 0 and so K1 is forced to be IT0 by Lemma
2.6.2. A similar argument shows that Q1 is IT0.
Suppose Ki is IT0 with χ(Ki, Ki) = 0, i.e. ch(Ki) = (a
2, ab`, b2) for two
coprime integers a > 0 and b; notice that ch(K1) = 2(5
2, 15`, 32) and so a > b for
K1. Then
ch(Ki+1) =





 (7a− 2b)2(7a− 2b)(4a− b)
(4a− b)2
 .
In particular, Ki+1 is semi-rigid as well and the statement follows by induction.




Proof Let Ei := Ψ(Ei−1) with E0 := L
2IQ. By Lemma 4.1.1, we see that
0 → Ki → Ei → Qi[1] → 0 is a short exact sequence in As for µ(Qi)/2 ≤ s <
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µ(Ki)/2. Each short exact sequence gives rise to a wall and by definition, Ei
must be stable for all points outside the corresponding semicircle. Therefore, the
problem reduces to understanding the how the Chern character of Ki and Qi




n) then from the matrix calculation above, we
have an+1 = 7an−2bn and bn+1 = 4an−bn and similarly for Qn. To show that the
Ki actually destabilises Ei for all i ≥ 0 we need to show that the corresponding
semicircles have positive radii. We can check using our formula at the beginning
of this section that the first wall has radius 1/2. Now, suppose the semicircle







Then, from the recursion relations, we have





= (4an − bn)2 + (6− 4
√
2)(7an − 2bn)2 + (2
√












Therefore, by induction, we see that every Ki does indeed give rise to a genuine

























⇒ x2 − 4x+ 2 = 0, i.e. x = 2±
√
2
where we are forced to choose 2−
√
2 since µ(Ki) < µ(Ei) = 2 by Corollary 3.2.5.




n) then a similar calculation shows that µ(Qn)/2 = dn/cn
converges to the same limit.
The infinite series of codimension zero walls converge so quickly that we can
only illustrate the first two (see Remarks 4.1.3 for an explanation of the dashed
semicircle):
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s
t
s = 1s = 2−
√
2s = 0
Remarks 4.1.3. It seems we have directly detected an autoequivalence Ψ ∈
Aut(D(T)) of infinite order; of course, a generic element of Aut(D(T)) will have
infinite order. As yet, we are unable to provide a link to the geometry of T.
The example above is very special in the sense that the Chern characters of
Ki and Qi obey very specific equations: c
2
n − 2a2n = −1, d2n − 2b2n = −2 and
cndn− 2anbn = −2. The theory of Pell’s equations essentially says that if there is
one solution to these equations then there is an infinite number of solutions; see
[Bar03] for more details. The Mukai spectral sequence provides us with the first
solution and allows the induction to start.
We will actually see a similar phenomena for all non-square values of n. In
particular, it is always possible to write down a Fourier-Mukai transform which,
when iterated, provides an infinite series of codimension zero walls converging
to 2 −
√
n; the powers of L in our expression for Ψ come from the repeating
block of the continued fraction for 2 −
√
n. The codimension zero wall which
allows the process to start is the vertical wall at s = 2 corresponding to the
short exact sequence OX → L2IX [1] → L2[1] in As for s ≥ 2. The image of
this wall under the Ψ considered above (when X ∈ Hilb2(T)) actually gives us
a wall with centre and radius (7/12, 1/12) which we have illustrated as a dashed
line. Since no wall can intersect the line s = 1 (Remark 3.3.12) we know that
there can be no other codimension zero walls. Thus, given the first (vertical)
wall and the wall corresponding to the Mukai spectral sequence, we can use Ψ to
generate them all. Furthermore, one can actually write down a transform to take
you from the first wall at s = 2 to the wall with centre and radius (1/2, 1/2);
namely Ψ′ := L ◦ Φ0 ◦ L−1 when n = 2. Therefore, one only needs the vertical
wall together with Ψ and Ψ′ to generate all the walls. For n ≥ 4, Proposition
3.3.2 states that for generic X ∈ Hilbn(T), the object L2IX is WIT1 and so the
Mukai spectral sequence does not provide the first semicircular wall. However,
for all non-square values of n it is possible to find alternative semi-homogeneous
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presentations of the (twisted) ideal sheaf; by this we mean exhibiting L2IX as a
kernel or a cokerenel of a map between semi-homogeneous sheaves.
4.1.4 n = 3
Let (Y, x̂) ∈ Hilb3(T) × T̂ and set s = 0. By Theorem 3.5.8, there is one
critical value at t = 1 and thus two moduli spaces M0 := Mt>1(1, 2`, 1) and
M1 := Mt<1(1, 2`, 1). In particular, by Theorem 3.3.9, we know that L
2IYPx̂ is
destabilised by LPŷ for t ≤ 1 if and only if Y is collinear; for generic Y , L2IYPx̂
is µt-stable for all t > 0. By Proposition 3.4.9 and Lemma 3.5.2, there is a P1-
bundle M0 ⊃ P0 → T̂ × T × T̂ supporting sheaves E = ODz(1)Pŷ n LPx̂ which
must be replaced by the dual bundle when we cross the critical value. Notice
that P∨0 ⊂M1 is a codimension one subvariety and so M0 and M1 are birational;
the map is given by identifying the points corresponding to non-collinear Y ’s.
Theorem 4.1.4. The composite functor of duality followed by the standard Fourier-
Mukai transofrm identifies the two moduli spaces in question. More precisely, we
have the following isomorphism
Φ0 ◦ D : Mt>1(1, 2`, 1)
∼→Mt<1(1, 2`, 1).
Proof Applying Hom(−,OT) to the twisted structure sequence 0 → L2IY →
L2Pρ̂ → OY → 0 (where ρ =
∑
Y ) yields the following long exact sequence
0 → Ext0(OY ,OT)→ Ext0(L2Pρ̂,OT)→ Ext0(L2IY ,OT)→
→ Ext1(OY ,OT)→ Ext1(L2Pρ̂,OT)→ Ext1(L2IY ,OT)→
→ Ext2(OY ,OT)→ Ext2(L2Pρ̂,OT)→ Ext2(L2IY ,OT)→ 0.
By [Huy06, Corollary 3.40] and [Har77, Proposition 6.3] we see that Ext0(OY ,OT) =
0 = Ext1(OY ,OT) and Ext2(OY ,OT) ∼= OY . Also, since L2Pρ̂ is locally-free we
have Exti(L2Pρ̂,OT) ∼= Exti(OT, L−2P−ρ̂) ∼= L−2P−ρ̂ when i = 0 and zero oth-
erwise; see [Har77, Proposition 6.7 & Proposition 6.3]. Now we can read off the
following identities
Ext0(L2IY ,OT) ∼= Ext0(L2Pρ̂,OT) ∼= L−2P−ρ̂,
Ext1(L2IY ,OT) ∼= Ext2(OY ,OT) ∼= OY
and Exti(L2IY ,OT) = 0 for all i 6= 0, 1. In particular, if we let D := RHom(−,OT)[1] :
D(T) ∼→ D(T) be the (shifted) derived dual functor then D(L2IY ) ∈ A0 is a two-
step complex with H−1(D(L2IY )) = L−2P−ρ̂ and H0(D(L2IY )) = OY . The
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Mukai spectral sequence Φp0(H
q(E)) ⇒ Φp+q0 (E) applied to an object E ∈ As
gives rise to a long exact sequence
0→ Φ00(H−1(E))→ Φ−10 (E)→ Φ−10 (H0(E))→ Φ10(H−1(E))→ Φ00(E).
Setting E := D(L2IY ) we get
0→ Φ−10 (E)→ HY → Φ0(L−2P−ρ̂)→ Φ00(E)
since L−2P−ρ̂ is WIT1 and OY is WIT−1. Notice that the mapHY → Φ0(L−2P−ρ̂)
must be an injection since it is the transform of the (non-zero) injection OY →
L−2P−ρ̂[2]; this last map is an injection because its dual is the surjection L2Pρ̂ →
OY . Therefore, Φ−10 (E) = 0 and Φ0(D(L2IY )) ∈ A0 is a WIT0 sheaf with
ch(Φ0(D(L2IY ))) = (1, 2`, 1). If Y ⊂ Dx is collinear then we have a short exact
sequence 0→ LPx̂ → L2IY → ODx(1)→ 0 which we can track through the same
process to get 0 → ODx(1) → Φ0(D(L2IY )) → LPx̂ → 0; just use the fact that
D(ODx(1)) ∼= ODx(1) ([Huy06, Corollary 3.40]) and ODx(1) is WIT0.
For completeness, observe that we have a fourth moduli space M̂0 := Φ0(M0) ∼=
Mt<1(−1, 2`,−1). A generic point of M̂0 is represented by the two-step com-
plex D(L2IY ) described in Theorem 4.1.4 but there is a codimension one sub-
variety consisting of two-step complexes E ∈ A0 with H−1(E) ∼= L−1Px̂ and
H0(E) ∼= ODz(1)Pŷ for some (x̂, ŷ, z) ∈ T̂ × T̂ × T. Let Y ⊂ Dx be a collinear
subscheme of length three and ρ =
∑
Y then we can illustrate our observations
































Remark 4.1.5. Using the calculation in [Mac11, Theorem 7.3] we can write
down the map M0 →M1 explicitly at a reduced scheme {p, q, y} =: Y ∈ Hilb3(T)
as 
−1 −1 0 −1
0 −1 −1 −1
−1 0 −1 −1
1 1 1 1
 ,
thought of as acting on the “vector” (p, q, y, x̂). In particular, it is not(!) the
extension of the birational map M0 99KM1.
Away from s = 0, we find other walls. Indeed, the Mukai spectral sequence
reads
0→ LP−x̂ → L2I−Y → OD−x(1)→ 0 when Y ⊂ Dx is collinear and
0→ HY → Φ̂0(L−2)P−ρ̂ → L2I−Y → 0 when Y is generic.
The first sequence gives rise to the codimension one wall we already know about
and one can calculate that the corresponding semicircle has (centre, radius) =
(0, 1). The second sequence needs to be turned once to give a short exact sequence
0 → Φ̂0(L−2)P−ρ̂ → L2I−Y → HY [1] → 0 in As for 0 ≤ s < 1/2. In exactly the
same way as we did for n = 2, we can show that this is also a codimension zero
wall with (centre, radius) = (1/4, 1/4).
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This time, consider the composite Fourier-Mukai transform




16 −8 14 −1 0
1 0 0
 ⇒ ch(Ψ(L2IY )) = ch(L2IY ).
Lemma 4.1.6. Let Ki := Ψ(Ki−1) with K0 := Φ̂0(L
−2), Qi := Ψ(Qi−1) with
Q0 := HY , Fi := Ψ(Fi−1) with F0 := L and Gi := Ψ(Gi−1) with G0 := ODx(1).
Then Ki, Qi, Fi and Gi are Ψ-IT0 for all i ≥ 1.
Proof Proceed in exactly the same way as Lemma 4.1.1 for Ki, Qi and Fi.
Notice this time, however, that if Ki is a semi-rigid IT0 sheaf with ch(Ki) =
(a2, ab`, b2) for two coprime integers a > 0 and b then
ch(Ki+1) =








The method in Lemma 4.1.1 does not work for Gi because they move in a 4-
dimensional family rather than a 2-dimensional one. Observe that G0 is Φ0-WIT0
by Corollary 2.6.13 and since ODx(1)L−4 = ODx(−7) we see that G0 is Ψ-WIT−1
by Corollary 2.6.12. Now, applying Ψ to 0 → F0 → L2IY → G0 → 0 yields
a short exact sequence 0 → F1 → E1 → G1[1] → 0 in As for 1/8 ≤ s < 1/3
where E1 is a two-step complex with H
−1(E1) = HY and H0(E1) = Φ0(L−2).
But G1 ∈ As for s < 1/8 and so Ψi(G1) = 0 for all i 6= −1, 0. Thus, applying
Ψ again produces 0 → F2 → E2 → G2[1] → 0 in As for µ(G2)/2 ≤ s < µ(F2)/2
since Ψ0(G1[1]) ∼= Ψ1(G1) = 0. That is, G1 is WIT0 ⇒ IT0. By induction, we see
that Gi is IT0 for all i ≥ 1.
Corollary 4.1.7. Ψ gives rise to an infinite series of codimension zero and one
walls which both converge to 2−
√
3.
Proof Let Ei := Ψ(Ei−1) with E0 := L
2IY . By Lemma 4.1.6, we see that 0→
Ki → Ei → Qi[1]→ 0 is a short exact sequence in As for µ(Qi)/2 ≤ s < µ(Ki)/2
and 0 → Fi → Ei → Gi[1] → 0 is a short exact sequence in As for µ(Gi)/2 ≤
s < µ(Fi)/2. As before, these short exact sequences give rise to walls and by
definition, Ei must be stable for all points outside the corresponding semicircles.
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Therefore, the problem reduces to understanding the how the Chern character of




n) then from the matrix calculation
above, we have an+1 = 4an − bn and bn+1 = an. To show that the Ki (and
Fi) actually destabilise Ei for all i ≥ 0 we need to show that the corresponding
semicircles have positive radii. A similar calculation to the one in Corollary 4.1.2
shows that the radius (of either the codimension zero or one wall) gets multiplied
by 7− 4
√
3 each time. Therefore, by induction, we see that every Ki and Fi does
indeed give rise to a genuine codimension zero and one wall respectively. Suppose























⇒ x2 − 4x+ 1 = 0, i.e. x = 2±
√
3
where we are forced to choose 2−
√
3 since µ(Ki) < µ(Ei) = 2 by Corollary 3.2.5.
The Chern character of Qn is given by ch(Qn) = (1− a2n, (2− anbn)`, 1− b2n) and
a similar calculation shows that µ(Qn)/2 converges to the same limit.
Thus we can give a complete description of the wall and chamber structure
for n = 3:
s
t
s = 1s = −1 s = 2−
√
3
Remark 4.1.8. Observe that any accumulation point for an infinite series of
walls like the ones above must be irrational. Indeed, if the accumulation point
s were rational then the Fourier-Mukai transform Φ−s would force us to have an
infinite series of walls going off to infinity; contradicting the fact that we have
already found the maximal wall.
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4.1.5 n = 4
Let (Z, x̂) ∈ Hilb4(T)×T̂. As before, there is one critical value at t =
√
2 and two
moduli spaces M0 := Mt>1(1, 2`, 0) and M1 := Mt<1(1, 2`, 0). Objects of the form
L2IZPx̂ are destabilised by LPŷ for t ≤
√
2 if and only if Z is collinear; for generic
Z, L2IZPx̂ is µt-stable for all t > 0. The collinear Z’s live in a codimension 2
subvariety and so, by [ABL07], we can construct M1 as a Mukai flop of M0.
This time, the Fourier-Mukai transform gives us an isomorphism M̂1 :=
Φ0(M1) ∼= Mt>1/√2(0, 2`,−1) which consists of pure torsion sheaves of rank 1
and degree 3 supported on a translate of a divisor in the linear system |L̂2|; see
[Mac11, Theorem 8.3]. In particular, the moduli space M1 is projective by Theo-
rem 2.2.2. (The points of M̂1 are harder to describe because the linear system |L̂2|
has singular and reducible elements.) For the Chern character (0, 2`,−1) there
is exactly one wall at t = 1/
√
2 where we need to glue in the transforms of the
collinear Z’s, that is, objects E ∈ A0 with H−1(E) ∼= L−1Px and H0(E) ∼= LIPPy
for some (x, y, P ) ∈ T × T × Hilb1(T). Let Z ⊂ Dx be a collinear subscheme of
length four and σ =
∑








































































By Theorem 3.3.9, there is only one wall for L2IZ on the line s = 0. Since
any wall associated to L2IZ in the region 0 ≤ s < 2 must intersect the line s = 0
(Proposition 3.3.11), the wall corresponding to the collinear Z’s must be the only
wall in this region. Thus, any other wall in the (s, t)-plane must actually satisfy
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centre± radius < 0 and so we can improve our bounds to
4− n
4
≤ centre < 2−
√
n.
Setting n = 4, we arrive at the contradiction 0 ≤ centre < 0. Therefore, there
is only one wall for L2IZ in the whole (s, t)-plane. In particular, the wall and
chamber structure for n = 4 looks like:
s
t
s = 1s = 0s = −1s = −2
Remark 4.1.9. In this picture, like the others, we have not drawn the vertical
wall at s = 2. However, in this case it turns out to be the only codimension zero
wall.
4.1.6 n = 5
Let (W, x̂) ∈ Hilb5(T)× T̂. This case is special since it is the only case where the
standard Fourier-Mukai transform acts on the space
Φ0 :Mt(1, 2`,−1)→M1/t(1, 2`,−1).
Because of this, the space has three walls and four moduli spaces which are














We try to represent the surgeries for n = 5 in the diagram below. In particular,
the vertical lines indicate walls and the horizontal lines indicate strata in each
moduli space. The letters A, B, C, D and E indicate sheaves of a particular type
and their corresponding hatted letters are the transformed spaces. To the right
of a wall in regions A, B, C and E we have torsion-free sheaves characterized by
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the geometric property indicated. The codimensions of the spaces are as follows:
codimM0(A) = 3, codimM0(B) = 2, codimM0(C) = 3 and codimFlop(M0,P0)(D) = 2










B collinear Z ⊂ W
Â
D̂
C ∀ Z ⊂ W ∃!
collinear Y ⊂ Z
Ê E generic W
M3 M2 M1 M0
• For W ⊂ Dx, we have the collinears
A = LPx̂ → L2IW → ODx(−1)
Â = L̂−1P−x[1]→ Φ0(L2IW )→ Φ0(ODx(−1)).
• The collinear length fours
B = LIPPx̂ → L2IW → ODx
B̂ = OD̂−xPp−x → Φ0(L
2IW )→ L̂I−x̂Px.
• The special collinear length threes
C = Φ0(OD̂x(−1))→ L
2IW → L−1Px̂[1]
Ĉ = OD̂x(−1)→ Φ0(L
2IW )→ L̂P−x.
• Torsion extensions F = LPx̂ nODx(−1) with a lift Hom(LIPPx̂, F ) 6= 0
D = LIPPx̂ → F → ODx
D̂ = OD̂−xPp−x → F̂ → L̂I−x̂Px.
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• For generic configurations, we have
E = L2IWPx̂ is WIT0 with
Ê = Φ0(L
2IWPx̂) ∼= L̂2IW ′Py
for some (W ′, y) ∈ Hilb5(T̂)× T.
The wall and chamber structure for n = 5 looks like:
s
t
s = 1s = 0s = −1s = −2s = −3
1
2
Remarks 4.1.10. Observe that it is the middle wall at t = 1 which realises the
family of examples in Corollary 2.6.11, whose µ-stability was not preserved, as
explicit wall-crossing.
The red semicircle is the codimension zero wall corresponding to taking the
transform of the twisted structure sequence or alternatively, it is the image of
the vertical wall at s = 2 under the standard Fourier-Mukai transform. In a
similar way to before, we can cook up a Fourier-Mukai transform that produces
an infinite series of walls converging to 2−
√
5.
The codimensions of A, B and C in M0 follow from Lemma 3.5.2. To see that









ODx(−1) // ODx // OP
.
The existence of a lift LIP → F is equivalent to the pullback extension being
split, i.e. we are interested in those classes in Ext1(L,ODx(−1)) which map to
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zero in Ext1(LIP ,ODx(−1)). Applying Hom(−,ODx(−1)) to the last column we
get
0→ Ext1(OP ,ODx(−1))→ Ext1(L,ODx(−1))→ Ext1(LIP ,ODx(−1)).
Since χ(OP ,ODx(−1)) = 0 we see by Riemann-Roch that
ext1(OP ,ODx(−1)) = ext0(OP ,ODx(−1)) + ext2(OP ,ODx(−1))
= ext0(ODx(−1),OP )∗ = 1 if P ⊂ Dx
Therefore, Ext1(OP ,ODx(−1)) is a codimension two subspace of Ext1(L,ODx(−1))
which is codimension three in the whole space. Thus, D has codimension five in
the whole space.
4.1.7 n ≥ 6
Let (X, x̂) ∈ Hilbn(T)× T̂ for n ≥ 6. By Corollary 3.3.10, there are b(n− 1)/2c
walls corresponding to destabilisers of the form LIX′ for some X ′ ∈ Hilbm(T)
with 0 ≤ m < (n − 2)/2 (Theorem 3.3.9). By Theorem 3.5.8, the resulting
b(n+ 1)/2c moduli spaces are all smooth projective varieties related via a series
of Mukai flops. Using [Mac11, Section 10], we can give a complete description of
the transform spaces as well.
4.2 Realising the Non-Preservation of Stability
as Explicit Wall-Crossing
Given the technology developed in Chapter 3, we are now in a position to answer
the question posed at the beginning of Section 2.6. Recall that we manufac-
tured examples of stable sheaves which, under the standard Fourier-Mukai trans-
form, became unstable; see Corollary 2.6.7, Corollary 2.6.9 and Corollary 2.6.11.
The aim of this Chapter is to realise these examples as explicit wall-crossing in
Stab(D(T)). In particular, we will analyse the Bridgeland-stability of objects
E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (2r + 1, 2`,−(2r + 1)) where r ∈ Z≥0.
We have already realised the example with r = 0 in the last chapter and so it
remains to consider the examples with r = 1 and r = 2 respectively.
Proposition 4.2.1. Suppose E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (3, 2`,−3) is µt-stable for




1. E is a torsion-free sheaf, i.e.
• E = LIYPx̂ n Φ0(LIYPŷ) for some Y ∈ Hilb3(T),
• E = LIZPx̂ n Φ0(ODx(−1)Pŷ) for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T),
• E = ODx(−1)Pŷ n Φ0(LIZPx̂),
• E = ODx(−2)Pŷ n Φ0(ODx(−2)Px̂),
• E = Φ0(LIYPŷ) n LIYPx̂ or
• E = Φ0(ODx(−1)Pŷ) n LIZPx̂.
2. E is a sheaf with torsion, i.e.
• E = Φ0(LIZPx̂) nODx(−1)Pŷ for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T) or
• E = Φ0(ODx(−2)Px̂) nODx(−2)Pŷ.
Proof Suppose E ∈ As is a torsion-free sheaf and let ch(K) = (r, c`, χ) as
usual. Then taking cohomology shows that K must be torsion-free and setting
s = 0 we see that c = 1 and Q is atomic by Lemma 3.3.5. For r ≥ 3, we must
have Q = H−1(Q)[1] giving rise to a wall. If we cross this wall then we have
to glue in two-step complexes of the form 0 → Q[1] → F → K → 0 but no
such objects can exist. Indeed, suppose E is a two-step complex and consider
the short exact sequence 0 → H−1(E)[1] → E → H0(E) → 0 in A0. Since
H0(E) ∈ T0 and H−1(E) ∈ F0 we are forced to have deg(H−1(E)) = −2 or 0 but
if deg(H−1(E)) = 0 then H−1(E)[1] has infinite µt-slope and destabilises E for all
t > 0; contradiction. Therefore, deg(H−1(E)) = −2 and H−1(E) is µ-semistable.
To see this, observe that if D was a potential µ-destabilising object then deg(D) =
0 and the composite map D[1] → H−1(E)[1] → E would destabilise E for all
t > 0; contradiction. Thus, by Bogomolov, we have χ(H−1(E)) ≤ 1 and E is
µt-stable for some t > 0 if and only if µt(E) < µt(H
0(E)), i.e.
0 < (2rk(H−1(E)) + 3)t2 < 2χ(H−1(E))− 3 ≤ −1 ; contradiction.
In other words, E is never represented as a two-step complex and r ≤ 3 with
Q = H0(Q). Notice that Q cannot have torsion supported on points because
nothing could then destabilise E and if it had torsion supported on a curve then
deg(Q/tors(Q)) ≤ 0 contradicting the fact that Q ∈ T0. Therefore, Q is either
itself a torsion sheaf ODx(α) or it is torsion-free and µ-semistable by Lemma
3.2.10. Finally, observe that c = 1 implies K is µ-semistable by Lemma 3.2.10.
Thus if r ≥ 2 then, by Bogomolov, we have χ ≤ 0 and together with the fact
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that E is µt-stable for some t > 0 we see that µt(K) < µt(E) ⇔ χ ≥ −1, i.e.
χ = −1 or 0. Therefore, when r = 2 we have
0→ Φ0(LIYPŷ)→ E → LIYPx̂ → 0 stable for some t > 1 or
0→ Φ0(ODx(−1)Pŷ)→ E → LIZPx̂ → 0 stable for some t >
√
3
and when r = 3 we have
0→ Φ0(LIZPx̂)→ E → ODx(−1)Pŷ → 0 stable for some t > 1/
√
3 or
0→ Φ0(ODx(−2)Px̂)→ E → ODx(−2)Pŷ → 0 stable for some t > 1.
When r = 1, we see that ch(Q) = (2, `,−3 − χ). Thus, by Bogomolov, we have
−3 − χ ≤ 0 ⇔ χ ≥ −3. Together with the destabilising condition µt(K) <
µt(E)⇔ χ ≤ −2 we get χ = −3 or − 2. That is,
0→ LIYPx̂ → E → Φ0(LIYPŷ)→ 0 stable for some t < 1 or
0→ LIZPx̂ → E → Φ0(ODx(−1)Pŷ)→ 0 stable for some t <
√
3
If E has torsion then it must be supported on a curve since all torsion sheaves
supported in dimension zero have infinite µt-slope and would destabilise E for all
t > 0. Let T ⊂ E be the torsion subsheaf of E and consider 0→ T → E → F → 0
where F is torsion-free and the Chern characters read
(0, d`, α)→ (3, 2`,−3)→ (3, (2− d)`,−3− α) with d > 0.
F ∈ T0 implies d = 1 and so by Lemma 3.2.10, F is µ-semistable. Thus, by
Bogomolov, we have −3− α ≤ 0⇔ α ≥ −3. Since E is µt-stable for some t > 0,
we have µt(E) < µt(F )⇔ α ≤ −2, i.e. α = −3 or − 2. That is,
0→ ODx(−2)Pŷ → E → Φ0(ODx(−2)Px̂)→ 0 stable for some t < 1 or
0→ ODx(−1)Pŷ → E → Φ0(LIZPx̂)→ 0 stable for some t < 1/
√
3.
Therefore, on the s = 0 ray, we have calculated all the potential destabilisers
of E. The destabilisers and corresponding walls are summarised in the following
table:
Euler Characteristic χ








where we only have rows for r = 2 and 3 because the r = 0 and 1 rows are
obtained by taking the transform. As before, we try to represent the surgeries in





















M3 M2 M1 M0
Letting hatted letters represent the transform under Φ0 and suppressing translates
and twists, we have
• Extensions which are stable for t ≥
√
3 and t ≤ 1/
√
3 resp.
A = ÔD̂(−1)→ E → LIZ
Â = OD̂(−1)→ Ê → L̂IZ .
• Extensions which are stable for t ≥ 1 and t ≤ 1 resp.
B1 = L̂IY → E → LIY
B̂1 = LIY → Ê → L̂IY .
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• Extensions which are stable for t ≥ 1 and t ≤ 1 resp.
B2 = ÔD̂(−2)→ E → OD(−2)
B̂2 = OD̂(−2)→ Ê → ÔD(−2).
• Extensions which are stable for t ≥ 1/
√
3 and t ≤
√
3 resp.
C = L̂IZ → E → OD(−1)
Ĉ = LIZ → Ê → ÔD(−1).
• Extensions E = ÔD̂(−1) n LIZ with a lift Hom(L̂IY , E) 6= 0, i.e.
L̂IY











• Extensions E = ÔD̂(−1) n LIZ with a lift Hom(ÔD̂(−2), E) 6= 0, i.e.
ÔD̂(−2)













Similar codimension calculations to the one below yield:
codimM0(A) = 7 codimM0(B1) = 6 codimM0(B2) = 10 codimM0(C) = 7
codimFlop(M0,P0)(D1) = 7 which implies codimM1(D1) = 13
codimFlop(M0,P0)(D2) = 9 which implies codimM1(D2) = 16
s
t
s = 1s = −1s = −3s = −5s = −7
Remarks 4.2.2. Observe that it is the wall at t = 1 corresponding to B1 → B̂1
which realises the family of examples in Corollary 2.6.7 as explicit wall-crossing.
Notice that there are two walls lying on top of each other in this picture. In
the strata picture above, we drew them as separate walls because they do indeed
correspond to disjoint subvarieties.
Since all the codimension calculations are similar, we will only illustrate one.









LIZ // OD(−2) // Px̂[1]
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Applying Hom(−, LIZ) to the last column we get
0→ Ext1(Px̂[1], LIZ)→ Ext1(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ)→ Ext
1(ÔD̂(−2), LIZ).
Since Ext1(Px̂[1], LIZ) ∼= Hom(Px̂, LIZ) ∼= C if and only if Z ⊂ Dx is collinear
and dimC Ext
1(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ) = −χ(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ) = 8, we see that Hom(Px̂, LIZ)
is a codim 7 subspace of Ext1(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ). We get an extra 2 dimensions from
the geometric condition on the Z’s taking us to codim 9. Indeed, any two points
lie on a divisor and so it is one linear constraint to ask for three points to lie on a
Dx and two constraints to ask for four. A computation similar to that of Lemma
3.5.2 shows that Ext1(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ) has codimension −χ(ÔD̂(−1), LIZ)−1 = 7.
Therefore, the collinear Z’s form a codim 2 subspace in Hilb4(T) and the sublocus
corresponding to the destabilisers ÔD̂(−2) has codim 16 in the whole space.
Proposition 4.2.3. Suppose E ∈ A0 with ch(E) = (5, 2`,−5) is µt-stable for
some t > 0 and choose F ∈ M(2, `,−3) as in Lemma 2.6.8. Let F1 := ker(F →
OP ) for P ∈ Hilb1(T) and F2 := ker(F → OQ) for Q ∈ Hilb2(T). Then either
1. E is a torsion-free sheaf, i.e.
• E = F n F̂ ,
• E = F1 n L̂IZ for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T),
• E = F2 n ÔD(−2),
• E = LIZ n F̂1 for some Z ∈ Hilb4(T),
• E = LIW n L̂IW for some W ∈ Hilb5(T),
• E = LIX n ÔD̂(−3) for some X ∈ Hilb
6(T),
• E = OD(−2) n F̂2,
• E = OD(−3) n L̂IX for some X ∈ Hilb6(T),
• E = OD(−4) n ÔD(−4),
• E = F̂1 n LIZ,
• E = L̂IW n LIW ,
• E = ÔD(−3) n LIX ,
• E = F̂ n F ,
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• E = L̂IZ n F1,
• E = ÔD(−2) n F2.
2. E is a sheaf with torsion, i.e.
• E = F̂2 nOD(−2),
• E = L̂IX nOD(−3) for some X ∈ Hilb6(T),
• E = ÔD(−4) nOD(−4)
Proof Proceed in exactly the same way as Proposition 4.2.1.
Therefore, on the s = 0 ray, we have calculated all the potential destabilisers
of E. The destabilisers and corresponding walls are summarised in the following
table:
Euler Characteristic χ


















where we only have rows for r = 3, 4 and 5 because the r = 0, 1 and 2 rows are
obtained by taking the transform. A similar strata picture picture can be created




s = 2s = −2s = −6s = −10s = −14s = −18
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Remark 4.2.4. Observe that it is the wall at t = 1 corresponding to F n F̂ →





In this thesis, we have succeeded in realising the examples of non-preservation
of stability as explicit wall-crossing. Initially, our goal was to classify all the
such subvarieties where stability is not preserved but now we can see that this is
essentially asking for a global understanding of the wall and chamber structure. In
the long run, we hope to reveal the bigger picture but as this thesis demonstrates,
it is highly non-trivial. In our case, we have provided detailed descriptions of the
moduli spaces of σ-stable objects and explained how they change when we cross
walls. In particular, we have been able to relate (most of) these wall-crossings to
precise geometric scenarios on T. In the future, we hope to extend these ideas to
K3 surfaces where the geometry is a lot richer.
In the introduction and during the proof of projectivity we commented on how
crucial the nesting behaviour of the walls was to our argument. It turns out that
similar behaviour has been observed when considering configurations of n points
on P2; see [ABCH12]. We expect that when the Picard rank is one, like in both of
these examples, the walls always nest; if true, we expect similar methods would
allow us to conclude that these moduli spaces (with any numerical invariants)
are projective as well. Is it obvious from a minimal model point of view that the
walls should nest? In other words, when running the minimal model program
should you ever be presented with a choice of which birational model to go to
next? Minimal models are unique in dimension two but if this result were true,
it would also suggest they are unique for moduli spaces of objects on surfaces.
This is not such a wild suggestion given the evidence that the derived category
seems to have encoded all the birational information of the underlying variety;
see [Kaw02]. For higher Picard rank, we expect a generic slice will have crossing
walls but maybe it is possible to always choose a particular slice so that the walls
nest? Again, if true, we could hopefully use Fourier-Mukai theory to pin down
projectivity here too. It seems that in the final stages of writing this thesis, some
progress has been made on the nesting conjecture; see [Mac12] for more details.
Understanding how the moduli space of slope stable sheaves on X changes as
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one varies the polarization is a classical problem; see [MFK94] or [MW97]. In
particular, if we choose a class of sheaves with some fixed numerical invariants
then the cone of ample divisors Amp(X) breaks up into a series of walls and
chambers:
That is, the set of slope stable sheaves with the given invariants is constant in each
chamber. As mentioned in the introduction, we have a similar behaviour when
we consider the set of σ-stable objects on X as a function of σ ∈ Stab(D(X)).
Schematically, the wall and chamber structure of Stab(D(X)) might look some-
thing like:
Two natural questions to explore in future work would be:
1. Are the birational mapsMvX(σ) 99KMvX(σ′) in some sense related to Mori’s
minimal model program?
2. Is there a map Stab(D(X)) → Amp(MvX(σ)) which explains all the wall-
crossings? In particular, should we think of a Fourier-Mukai transform on
Stab(D(X)) as changing the polarization downstairs in Amp(X)?
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